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God and

Barnes named new head football coach
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

A new en of Fighting Scot football was ushered in Tuesday when
Jim Barnes was introduced as the
new head football coach at the College, Barnes, assistant head coach
and defensive coordinator at Ohio
Wesleyan University, will become
the 20th head coach in the
history of Wooster football.
believe there is potential here
to be successful." said Barnes. "My
goal for the 1995 season is to have
this program stand tall and walk
with its head held high. We will
institute a belief in ourselves that
conies from having a vision of goals
and a work ethic that produces results, which leads to a football team
that will compete every Saturday ."
The search for the new bead football coach began on Dec. 15 of 94,
and was led by athletic director Bill
McHenry. The final decision was
made by the Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee. The original
pool of applicants numbered 90,and
from there, the Committee inter96-ye- ar

1

to be successful at the Division in
leveL His experience in the North
Coast Athletic Conference and his
recruiting knowledge in Ohio will
be a big plus."
Barnes began bis coaching career
at Augustana College, where he
graduated in 1981 with a degree in
accounting and political science. As
a player, Barnes was twice named
at defensive back.
Barnes served as an
From 1981-8awgtant coach at Augustana. In
1981, the Vikings, one of Division
d
m football's most
and successful programs, recorded
a 1 record, making it to the
quarterfinal round of the NCAA
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Toumamem. In 1982, Augustana
mark and tost in the
posted an 1
Championship Game of the NCAA
Tournament.
From there, Barnes enrolled in
the University of Illinois law school,
and he earned a juris doctorate in
1985. He practiced law for one year
in Chicago with the. law firm of
Peterson, Ross, Schloerb and SeideL
"1 Kt thi i th ftrvt tim w.'vr. had
1- -1

waJlvT
presi- vice
Hales,
Stanton
R.
said
dent for academic affairs, and the
chairmanoftbe Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee.

By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK

miss a eeneratkm of students.'
The quilt is composed of squares
made in honor of people who have
died of AIDS. Anderson explained
that they are made by families,
friends, and lovers, who are allowed
to be creative in their designs. For
the last visit, the College community participatedmmalmgasqaare.
"We made a quilt square for a
had graduated." Anderson
said and mentioned that something
like that mightbe done again riming
this visit. Members of the Wooster
community also brought in squares.
The quilt travels around the country with certam panels for different
itgkroctf the country. In 9 1 panels
were displayed on the stage of
McGaw and were rotated to allow
as many as possible to be displayed.
Anderson said that the ccmnnsee is
frill flnwsidering where the quilt will
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College looks to bring AIDS quilt tovj:campus

The Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt may be coming to campus
next spring, if enough students are
interested and the funds are available, according to Nancy Anderson,
bead nurse at Hygeia and chair of
the AIDS Ednrntinn rnmrnirtrr. Tt
is a living memorial, tangible to
those who have died from AIDS,"
said Anderson.
Anderson described seeing the
quilt, which was displayed at the
College in 1991, as an extremely
powerful experience. "We want
students here to have a chance to see
it. Those who saw it were strongly
affected," she said. Bob Rodda,
director ofLowry Center andamem-b- er
of the committee said, "Seniors
had the potential to see itbut juniors
haven't seen it. We don't want to
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AIDS
Committee's responsibility is "to
see to it that the AIDS issue stays
in front of our College population," Anderson said. The committee sponsored an organizational
meeting open to interested students,

The

staff, faculty and community mem-

bers last week and will be holding
another one on March 8 at 4:30 in

ho

Kauke 127. Anderson said they will
need approximately 200 people to
prepare for the quilt's coming. At
the Feb. 8 meeting, according to
Rodda, "Interest was well assesed.
There were a tot of people interested. ... We're giving people a
chance to explore."
The mtn"1'""' will be sponsoring several AIDS awareness related
events on campus during the
of the year. They will be
re-mam- der
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MTV's show "The Real World," to
speak on April 20. On April 22, the
SAB vans will be traveling to
Ashland University to allow students the chance to see the quilt,
which is being displayed there?
Anonymous AIDS testing will be
available on Aprill 1 atHygeia. Two
counselors from the Akron Health
department and Susan Varaes. of
the Wayne Cdunty Health department, will be giving
Anderson said that the testing
willbecompletery confidential, with
students only identity being a number issued to them that will also.be
used to obtain their results. The
results will be available on April 25 ,
when, "the counselors will be available for post counseling whether the
results are postive or negative."
Anderson said.
pre-counsel-i-
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about homosexuality, and what

should be done about these biblical
statements.
Jenkins began by stating that her
speech would be based on her belief
that the Bible is the word of God.
The things that I am going to say
are based on the fact that I believe
the Bible to be true, authoritative,
and relevant."
Her first point was that "God loves
homosexual people." Jenkins noted

9--

viewed six final candidates on campus. Barnes was selected from mat
pooLWe are delighted to have Jim
take over our football program."
said McHenry. He has an outstanding background and an excel
lent understanding of what it takes

What answers do God and the
Bible have regarding homosexuality? Mindy Jenkins '97 addressed
this question last Thursday in Lowry
Pit. In her speech, which was sponsored by Wooster Christian Fellowship, Jenkins discussed her beliefs
regarding what the Bible has to say

Guy Lombardo orchestra

A

Another Scot victory

ng.

CMd

Testament book of

Nebemiah. "God is described as 'a
forgiving God, gracious and compassionate, slow to anger and abiding in love.'"
She added that in John 3:16 it is
wriaen, "'For God so loved the world
that he gave his one and only Son,
that whoever believes in him shall
not perish but have eternal life.'
'For God so loved the world. ...'
There is no distinction made between black or white, man or woman,
gay or straight"
Jenkins also explained that the
Bible not only says that God loves
the world, but that God wants everyone to love one another. "God
not only wants us to tove people
who like us, but He also calls us to
love those who hate us. As Christians, we are obligated to tove everyone, whether or not they tove us
back." she said. She added that
prominent Christians have not always done this. "People in the church
have not always lived up to these
high expectations," she said. This
is very unfortunate, even tragic, and
I am very sorry for some of the
things that have been done and said
by people who claimed to be doing
and saying them in the name of
please see BIBLE, page 2

Viewpoints

Special
Section;

Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
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News Briees
CAMPUS

The Wooster City Fire Department responded to a small fire in Douglass
Hall early Sunday morning. - According to Dwayne Davis, director iof
residential fife, the fire started when an trnideritified person set fireio papers
that were on the oaaideofafim floor rtxm at about 5:15 ajn. Davis said
there was no serious damage. Hij staff is investigating, but as of Thursday
they did not have any leads. "Any information would be appreciated,"
Davis said.
Campos Council voted Tuesday to reconsider their previous statement
requiring an organization's advisor to be a member of College faculty or
administrative staff. Members argued that marry hourly staff could also be
good advisors. Damon Hickey. faculty representative to Council, suggested requiring a supervisor's approval for hourly staff who want to serve
as advisors. The debate was tabled until next week.
EGLEN

NATIONAL
AIR FORCE BASE, Flaj Investigators are questioning

why

four Army Ranger trainees died of exposure in Florida. The soldiers were
tnurag and had been otam the swarnpy
in the final days of their
grouiidscEglmAjrFonxBasesinceSaturday. Of the eight men who were
stricken yesterday with hypothermia, after straggling through chestdeep,
chilly water, four were rescued. The Ranger training program simulates
harsh battle conditions, as trainees undergo food and sleep deprivation
two-mon-th

while going through maneuvers.
ARAB, Abu: Alabama coroner Dempsey Hibbs claims that the Feb. 16
tornado killed, in all, three people, including two men and a
girL The tornado injured more than 100 people as it tore through the rural
community of Joppa and then the town of Arab, about 30 miles south of
Hontxville. The storm smashed buildings, trailers and homes.
WASHINGTON, D.C: Pennsylvania senator Aden Specter says that
President Clinton's nominee for Surgeon General, Dr. Henry Foster,
deserves a hearing in which he can defend hit credibility. The two men met
today as Foster continued his rounds of the Senate office, trying to shore up
his nomination, Specter, who favors abortion rights, says. the fact that
Foster did abortions should not be a laxo&KAkr hwgav&tkn..
.
MINEOLA, N.Y.: Colin Ferguson told jurors today that it would be, "a
most jcyfuldsyTif he js cleared. in. a conrnuteJtrain rampage. Ferguson,
who is acting as his own defense attorney mttecasc.rj aim srtrW charges
against him are the result of a conspiracy between the police and the
survivors, and that he has also been a yjctiai. :Fro$aqaor. George Pack
claiined that Ferguson was caiight at the ace
Road by people who saw him commit the crime. ;
four-year-o-

--
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INTERNATIONAL- PARIS: MnsiiminiliiamsaresuspecaMcfk
prom mem Algerian feminist in the northern Kabyi region. Djabnine was
leader of a group called The Cry of Women, which unveiled women and
other people opposed to establishing a stria Islamx state. Several villagers
ia the Kabyl region have begun arming themselves and Cfgarnriag local

at-lar- ge

seats

duties as chair of meetings for the
remainder of the year effective im-

y KRISTEN DEMALTNE

seats in
Four remaining
the Student Government Association were filled by the Senate
Wednesday mght, resolving the conflict regarding election procedures.
at-lar- ge

presented in a resolution
drafted by Senator Jason Mycoff
97 and adopted during emergency
session Monday evening. The resolution provided guidelines for the
direct voting on the five candidates
for the four positions. The positions
were left unfilled after the Feb. 8
meeting in which a conflict arose
regarding a proposed Constitutional
amendment offering admission to

.

mediately. Former chair James
Hervey '96 will advise as to the use
of proper parliamentary procedure.
Ephraim stated the reason for the
change was that "James Hervey and
I have two different styles of doing
things, and through discussion with
the Cabinet and several senators, we
feel that my style might be able to
help the organization ran more efficiently."
The four senators elected Wednes-

day evening, as well as the three
elected Feb. 8, had a variety of reasons for wanting to join SGA, as
well as views they hope to bring to
the organization.
Flint ran for vice president for
student affairs in the fall, and serves
as the SGA representative to Campus Council. Last year he served in
both the Senate and the Cabinet. He
stated. T hope to bring experience
and focus to SGA. Being on the
d
Senate and Cabinet in one year

all applicants as opposed to conducting an election within the Senate.
Sophornores Cameron Flint, Brian
Friedman, Jim Morse and Meredith
Spungin were elected to become
senators for the 1993
SGA
spring semester. Flint said.
glad the Senate and Cabinet came to
some type of a solution about the
issue of admitting new Senators,
and I, along with the others, hope to
maintain the spirit of cooperation
throughout the year." DanEphraim
93, president of SGA, said that
"Peop-were
ablto reach compromise and through quality communication the Senate was able to
address atough issue regarding the
at-lar- ge

I'm

illus-trate-

both views, and being on Campus Council has made me aware of
issues for students, administration

-

proposed amendment to the SGA '
constitution.
.
.
JEphraim also announced at the
meeting that he will be assuming

Bible

continued from frontpage

and faculty."
Friedman feels that be can have
the most impact on the campus as a
whote through being in SGA He
explained. .believe that, through
other ac&vioeswhjch I. have' been
involved in. I can. be .a representa-SiYC.- ct
tbeaeJkrivities and other
groups 1 don't feel are completely
represented at SGA meetings." He
did not seek election in the fall be-of conflicts with other activi- -

emonial Clean! mess." Jenkins said.
She also pointed out the differ- -

Christ."
foDow the breaking of the law. "If
Next Jenkins discussed the bibliSLErrSOVSX,RaasJ: Rnsxian officials and leaders of the separatist cal passages that relate to
y.
one ate a pig. for example, be becease fire on Wednesday. Both
region of Chechnya agreed to a two-da- y
'There are four passages came unclean until evening and
sides have ci pressed doubts that the agreement will hold. Abmttrri rrase-fi-re hi particular that clearly state that needed to wash his clothes If a sun
arranged on Monday was broken by figbtiafaear Grozny.
homoaexBal sex is wrong: Leviticus slept with a man, however, he was
IWO JIMA, Japou US marines have landed on IwoJinaufcmg ready 1&22 and 20:13. 1 Cormmians &9 punished by death." Jenkins added
for the 50th Anniversary of one of World War rTs bloodiest battle. One and 1 Timothy 1:10," she said. The ' that the tow against eating pig meat
thonsand veterans are expected to attend cercmcoiea on March 14, the day
was ao longer followed because in
read as folpiniff ia Leviticus
the fighting ended.
.
New Testament, people became
the
man
with
as
one
a
lows: Do act lie
through Jesus. "Eatties withawemarn that udeaestable' pureacdek
Campus newa brief compiled by SUSAN WTTTSTCOC and and 'If a man lies with a man as one ing only foods that were designated
ZA CHARY VEXLLEUX National and international news briefs lies with a woman, both of them as being dean was how one symcompiledby JEN 0CALLAGHAN wfah information from Wire have done what is detestable. They bolically became pure; bow we beServices and The New Tort Times most be put lo death; their blood will come pure through a relationship
be on their own heads.'" Jenkins with Jesus. However, throughout
noted that many believe that, since the Bible sin remains sin. and these
Leviticus contains many laws that verses in Leviticns establish homo-sexu- al
The Writing Center is now hiring Peer Tutors for the
sex as a sin."
are no longer followed widely to1995-9- 6
academic year.
Jenkins then spoke on punishment.
day, this law against homosexuality
To learn more about this position, please contact Rose also should not be too closely be- "First of all, I don't, by any means,
Falkner at ext. 2S99 or 2205.
think that people who engage in
lieved.
Send resume, references, and writing samples to the
"So why do Christians say that it homosexual sex should be killed.
Writing Center (Andrews library, level 2) by Feb. 20.
is okay to eat pig meat, but that it Why do I hold on to the first part of
isn't okay for a man to sleep with a this verse, that homosexual sex is
man? The difference in these laws is wrong, but I don't think that we
the purpose they served. Eating a should punish the people who commit this sin? The reason is that Jesus
pig made one ceremonially unclean,
paid the price. His death on
already
presthe
unfit
therefore
be
in
and
to
For feedback on the Voice, the Index and the Goliard
ence of God. Most of the laws that the cross was the punishment for
are mentioned in later chapters of every sin we commit." Jenkins said.
Thursday,-Feb.-2f 4 pjrv, Andrews Room, Andrew Library
SWttenfcdied tnjestkins ofiL
tevtfigjft crjocerit'sni ahd not opr-bomo-aexualit-

--
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Public Forum

3

ties.
Spungin was the Voice reporter
covering SGA during fall semester,
where she said, "In the beginning I
didn't know the importance SGA
had on the community and how many
changes I can make, and now I see
the possiMlitiesfrotential that SGA
has." She believes that her experience in looking at SGA objectively,
seeing both its flaws and assets, puts
her in a good position to be effective.
Meghan Davis '96. elected at the
Feb. 8 meeting, was studying abroad
in Russia last semester. She said.
"Well, other than Shannon Sheehan
'96, I believe I am the only person
involved in theater, as well as the
only Russian studies major, in SGA.
I think that puts me in a different
d,
light Also, I'm pretty
and willing to listen."
open-minde-

Jennifer Toll '98. also elected at
the Feb. 8 meeting, did not run for
the Senate in the fall in order to
make a successful academic transition to the college environment. Toll
said, "In high school. I was in Student Council, and I believe this understanding and leadership can be
brought in cooperation to help set
goals for the future."
Jon Hepp '96, elected at the Feb.
8 meeting, joined SGA in order to
get more, nrvolved on campus. "I
hope to bring leadership and a wlll- -'
bigness to get stuff done and work
'
rirough problems with others." .
Morse was not in attendance
Wednesday evening and was not
available for comment.

translating the passages in

1

Corinthians and 1 Timothy . Jenkins
pointed out that in Greek, the word
for the phrase omosexnal offend-

ers" and for the word "pervert" is
the same. "With this knowledge, it
teems obvious to me that these
are in fact referring to homosexual acts, and are regarding
sex as asm," Jenkins said.
"What does this mean concerning
how Christians should treat homosexuals? We should continoelo love
thran, of coutse, but love isn't the
same as tolerance." she continued.
She explained that in 1 Corinthians
13.-it is written, "Love does not
delight in evfl but rejoices with the
truth." "Sin is evil, because it is
against God," Jenkins said. "Love
does not let someone commit evil
and then say it is okay. For this
reajon,Ithirikthathu wrong for the
church to act as though a homosexual lifestyle is godly and acceptable."
Jenkins added, "By arguing that
homosexual sex is a sin, I am not
Claiming tn h hftter than TWTKfra
who has committed that sin, because I know that I have sinned as
welL and God doesn't think of my
sin as being any worse or better than
anyone else-"1y
pas-sag- es

bo-moaex-

6

nal
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Human struggles with violence not separate from divine'
ByT NICOLE COWARD

"As we are made in God's image,
so we most learn from God's heavenly struggles," said Rabbi Seth
Reimer of Ken nesarth Israel Temple
in his speech, MComminky Dialogue
Among Friends: A Moral Response
to Vuknce' given Tuesday in Lean
Lectnre HaH. Reimer paid special
attention to the need for dialogue in
response to violence and how people
can learn from heavenly problem-solvin- g.

Reimer began by turning towards
rabbinic thought throughout the
ages, "which shows God to be an
anxious, often overwrought Father.

believers," said
Reimer.
niil Smimt
itm Mimm
and
ml true
Take, for instance, the story of the
golden calf. Aaron was so deter-minto keep the peace that he was
willing to cater to the unbelievers'
mania for a false god by ""
ating this golden calf. For
'Too much a need pure
which is more important:
scoring points for your side,
lightness eon prove dangerously

not tn
destroy all c
to dfttfrmr
Sodom if thrr
there
of StvVoti
were yet a few innocent souls.
Abraham recogmzed God's disruptive powers and was deterrnined to
see that they were soil tempered
with mercy. In this way
Abraham can be said to have

'challenged God,'" said
Reimer.

Reimer explained that
God's anger andjudgement
can be traced back to a
"streak of perfectionism"

that God suffers from,

vf rends
vmr
your nrivhlre
weeps and
neighbor wmm
muti hi
his
garment. He is terribly upset by
how he has wronged you, for he has
sinned against you.' He then would
go to the other man and tell him the

ed

cre-"""-

of

for

wrong; similarly, a cheerful
acceptance of some wrongness in
life can prove surprisingly,
miraculously beneficiaV
Rabbi Seth Reimer

"rooted in judgment and an.
uncompromising nature.
This is why, said Reimer.
"Rabbis plead for mercy and loving
kindness from God."
Reimer used another example
from the Torah, mat of Aaron, to

God says in prayer May my mercy
suppress my anger," Reimer said.
God recognizes, said Reimer, the
possibility that "an outbreak of anger could very well destroy the
world, and that he must temper his
judgment with mercy."
Human struggles with violence
are not separate from the divine,
Reimer said. Take for example
Abraham, who pleaded with God

exeniplify bow cornprornise and dialogue can be used to settle violence
among neighbors. "Aaron was the
ultimate peacenik.'" said Reimer.
"He was always trying to prevent
violence at any cost. He might, for
example, see a pair of men fighting
and say to one man, 'Look at how

By ELIZABETH MADISON

Moscow State

--

same thing. Eventually the two men

would embrace and kiss each other.
While Abraham dealt with God,
Aaron dealt directly with humans,
even going so far as to lie tokeep the
peace. He fabricated conditions for
dialogue, for dialogue produces
peace," Reimer said.
Aaron. Reimer added, even went
so far as to accept idol worship in
order to prevent violence. This was
how he mediated between idolaters

or avoiding ideological

clashes with compromise?"
A middle ground is necessary, saidReimer. "We must
have a continuing dialogue
between good and eviL This
produces conditions for har
mony. We must learn from
God's example and temper our judgment against our neighbors with
mercy. For mercy is filled with
God's loving light; judgment prevents unbridled light from overtaking humans' reception; yet the principle of judgment is the root of eviL
So as judgment tempers mercy, so
too must mercy temper judgment,"
Reimer said.
Too much of a need for pure

rightness can prove dangerously

Russia: a state enveloped in chaos
That nine months was a
volatiktimein Russia. "I saw mass
tenkmstiationa that brought Yeltsin
to power: I witnessed the election iof
the first Russian president and the
referendum in which Leningraders
decided to change the name of their
dry back to St, Petersburg."
. He also described the economic
changes taking place and bow they
affected the Russian people. During
his first week at the Institute.
Pozefsky was paid his salary for me
month, which consisted of a one
hundred ruble note and a fifty ruble
note, approximately thirty dollars at
the- time. That night. Pavlov,
Gorbachev's minister of finance,
declared that fifty andone-hundre- d
ruble notes were no longer valid,
leaving Pottsi y completely broke.
"By this carefully planned measure

"Try and imagine that everyone
..in this room is now bankrupt, youve
lost your pension, your salary itipo
lorigexbemgpeidregularry.crimeis
skyrocketing, but die police no
knger workand thecourtsno longer
function and, to lop it off. Alaska,
Hawaii, California. Texas and New
England have seceded." This is
howDr.PeterCPozefsky.assistant.
professor of Russian history, described the political and social
on-restmpost-SovietRs-

sstainhis

Great

Decisions series lecture Tuesday
night. Pozefsky's lecture, entitled
"Russia Today," related his recent
experiences m Russia and discussed
current issues such as Chechnya in
Russian-Americ- an

relations.

In 1991. Pozefsky spent nine
months in Moscow as a fellow at the

-

he intended to cut the money supply
tobridge the gap between the money
supply and available gbod Who
need macroeconomics when you've
got common sense?" ''
. Having related some personal experiences from Russia, Pozefsky
turned to the issue of Chechnya, a
situation he believes, arose out of,
"poor timing, poor diplomacy and
poor invasion plans." Pozefsky believes thatRnssiahadkghimaterea-son- s

for intervention. Allowing
Chechnya to breakaway would give
other nationalities a license to revolt, resulting in "numerous civil

wars and a redrawn Russian map
mat looks more like Swiss cheese
than a continent."
focus of the evening was
M. The final
relations,
mat of Russian-Americwhich he called "thorny and vitaL"
Pozefsky equated the
re
.

an

feel-goo- d

The Publications Committee is now accepting applications
for editors in chief of campus publicatwns. Deadlines are:

Voice

Goliard
Index

lationship between the two superpowers in me months immediately
following the new government as a
"honeymoon period," which has now
ended ki apodal return to ColdWar
feelings. Pozefsky staled that in order to stop this, some policy changes
are going to have to be made, especially in terms of the United States
providing aid in hope of influencing
certain political policies.
"I would argue that we have to

thin long and hard about our long-terinterests in Russia before we
snbsidtze any specific political
m

ngplayed

al

tance

cheerful accep
a rJwwfiil
arf

of some wrongness in life can

prove surprisingly, miraculously
beneficial," Reimer continued. He
pointed out bow some, such as
Solomon in the Torah, have said
that "the inclination of evil actually
benefits society. All productivity is
derived from rivalry with a neighbor, a way of trying to outdo one
another. We would have no houses,
no marriage, no business ifit weren't
for this evil inclination towards rivalry with one another."
When we relent from "always
needing to be right," Reimer said,
"we produce dialogue and understand the other's side. We will better understand the differences that
will otherwise tear us apart When
we abandon the frontal assault on
our cultural and spiritual adversaries, we produce the necessary dialogue, look for common ground, and
maintain humility. We must leam
from God and temper our judgment
of our neighbors with mercy, for
that is how we will prevent vio-

lence."

Coach

re-fonnsmthelongrunhai-

Historico-Archiv-

Institute.

imilriv
wrong; similarly,
imar

this role may discredit us, discredit
the system we've helped to create,
or perhaps even discredit us and our
aJliesmRussia." Pozefsky also feeb
that it is crucial for Americans and
Russians to be able to disagree in a
productive manner.

continued from frontpage
offensive coordinafrom 1987-9tor and offensive line coach from
1992-9and defensive coordinator
and secondary coach again in 1994.
Barnes first priority now is to
recruit players despite the short time
1,

3,

left "Wooster is an outstanding
school, and I feel we can recruit well
based on that," said Barnes.
the
upcoming two-weperiod, I win
personally contact every prospecand his parents
tive student-athlewho have responded to the recruiting efforts of the Wooster football

In

ek

te

staff to date."
Bob Tucker, Barnes' predecessor
at Wooster.did not have his contract
renewed after leading the Scots to a
record over the past ten
seasons. Wooster has not had a
29-66- -1

.

winning season since 1987.

OPEN HOUSES ON UNIVERSITY STREET
ADVISING DAY

Feb. 22
March 27
March 27

(Wednesday, February 22)

Learn how to enhance your Wooster experience through the services we offer.
Information, materials and staff will be at your disposal on a drop-i- n basis.
Refreshments will be available.

For more information or lo apply, call Dan Bourne at ext. 2577

Studying
participating in research and pursuing leadership programs will help
you gain valuable experiences that can assist you in making career choices.
off-camp-us,

HSTOUC OVESHOLT HofJSK

Bo & Breakfast
1473BeoBAie. - Wooster. OH 44691

PL

216-263-63-

00

or

1400-992-06-

43

Looted 2 Nocks north ef Lurry.

CO.W. pern king tkixoiui
ncetn 5 Hscout turn thru April

.154 W.l&any

;

CAREER SERVICES

8:30 5:00
Rubbermaid Building
--

L

km

(SSSffWi 1

STUDENJ r RESEARCH

HQ
9:00-4:0-

0

Hider House

7J?l?Sr!!fe

9:00-4:0-

0

Rubbermaid Building

Student Research
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Homosexuality is a
societal issue

AkhoagJi

1

ifll

Cais

KMl

space i$ aorjsaQy sesaricaed for

wagedonfyby

J Webefievefhat

cv tscws

caaapaa

irfigiooi right and IfeEbecaileft.
npfaoboasavluiec
ostbedoaeioi

is aot wrong. Those who try to
This is a
are boC only out of place bat out of
due goes far beyond the bfeie. Looting lor
b pnoMfily tnrril ttis dangerous wdch
element of society devaminrt the way aa entire society deals widi an
I

Homosexnality b at heart an inx of society, not religion. A person is,
a person, regardless of race, sex, religons affiliation, handicap and, yea,
sexoal orientation. This includes the gay, lesbian and bisexual members of
mm populace The point is. act Kugacne acyooe ton sayjpt to tare
anybody's souL The goal here is acceptance. Nobody wants 10 be judged
based sotey on one aspect of their character. Any lack of tolerance is

This debate can only be resolved by examining all angles rationally, and
realizing dial the only dung that is wrong is condemning a nonharmfal act
by two consenting individuals merely because they are both of the same
gender. There are real problems in our society that we, need lo confront, and
this is not one of them.
V
These fiiwt represent tkg majority xUwafxhe editorial.
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.

Thanks to
blood donors

Letters

Life lo explain the process, they
would have gladly clarified their

college, images of the president of
that institution do not appeal in our
minds. However, the presidentdoes
play a role in the perceptions of that
college. that do come to mind. Be it
by Defective employers or peers,

I would like o take rJitf.oppprtu- :
nity lb llw&JteJZte&j!9
who gave the giftof life in my name. ' tfie jpreiid&iey-o- f Wfcblleg win
; There are few words to express my
haye.an impact on the class of 1995
as
wlf as' the underclassmen and
ofgrymgatmitofbloin-myname- .
all students from each class should
Many in Wayne County, besides be included in the selection process.
myself will benefit from your gift of
P.S. You speak of true democracy, Mr. Koepp: if a man knows he
The students on this campus have been hearing quite a bit thij year about life!
I would also like to express my will die the year after a presidential
homosexuality and Christianity. Barbara Banin, John HoUiger, Lambda
sincere
thanks to the members of election, should be then not be alWooster. Wooster Christian Fellowship and others have all addressed this
Kappa
Chi,
Beta Kappa Phi, Phi lowed to vote that election?
topic at one time or another. Real progress has been made in dispensing
Omega
Sigma,
and Xi Chi Psi for
with the ridiculous hate rhetoric and
organizing
supporting
and
the blood
DIANE BLISS MAN 95
moving toward respectful, rational
acdrive.
This
type
community
of
communication.
The most important truth about tivity reflects positively on the value
of belonging to a section on this
this topic did not receive much at
campus.
tention until last Thursday when Mindy Jenkins in her
The readers of the Voice have
presentation emphasized that Cod loves homosexual people. The Bible
J.
EDWARD
RUNSER
misinformed by the February
been
makes this clear.
10 editorial by Ben Wolski about
The Bible is aJ) clear that homosexual sex is sin. There is argument over
the residential life program, and
the interpretation and translation of Biblical texts addressing homosexualsome points of clarification are in
ity, but I've read the New Testament texts in their original Greek, and it is
order
about both the selection proclear that homosexual sex is not considered an acceptable practice.
response
letter
in
is
Mr.
This
and
the roles of RAs.
cess
to
' Debating this truth will not be productive
I
at this point. Rather. want to
The use of a group interview in
focus on that important truth that God loves homosexual people. Sexual sin Koepp's letter in the Feb. 3 issue of
of one kind or another has plagued almost all of us at some point in our lives, the Voice. For the most part, I agree the first round of interviews is not
bureaucratic or stereotypical assessyet God is able to love us in spite of that. Because ofhis love, Jesus Christ with what Mr. Koepp says, although
gave his life for homosexual and heterosexual sinners of all kinds. My I don't know that I would have used ment, as he suggests. RAs have to
his specific wording. When I reached
work as a team throughout the year
heterosexuality does not in any way make me superior to homosexual
the
section
about
the
presidential
to resolve the situations and crises
people. I too am forgiven only because Jesus paid my punishment by bis
any
impact
on
having
search
not
the
that confront them, and seeing how
own death.
candidates work in a representation
Christians, therefore, are not called to homophobia nor to prejudice, but class of 1995, however, I was outto love reflecting that of their Creator. The paradigm for love for a sinful raged as well as disappointed in his of that environment is a crucial part
of picking an effective and enthusiperson is in John 8:1-1A woman caught committing adultery was lack of perspective. Although seleaving
will
niors
be
the
and
college
astic staff. Wolski also indicated
brought to Jesus. She was lo be stoned to death, but Jesus prevented this
even
Wooster
perhaps
the
area,
the
that the selection process is too insentence and saved her from such punishment. He sent away those who
choice
presidential
the
timidating.
candidate
But an vone whose com--v
of
wished to stone her, but he dealt honestly with her sin telling ber lo "leave
will
certainly
an
an RA falters 11 the
have
being
impact
on
to
mitment
(her) life of sin."
collives.
The
president
being
a
their
interviewed simpremise
of
of
Jesus Christ, in love, died to take punishment for all sin, homosexuality
lege
impact
in
has
the
direction
the
lack of dedicaand
demonstrates
ply
no more and no less than the rest. The correct response to that is to treat each
public
perception
college,
the
that
Wolski
objects
tion
of
to so loudly,
and
with
love
live
and
lives
each
our
helping
other
to
other and ourselves to
this in turn reflects on the students
and clearly any such candidate
abandon our sin as completely as possible.
who currently attend or attended the should not be part of the staff. Had
Stephan Turnbull is the president of WCF. He is college. It is true that when someWolski taken even the most basic
a guest columnist for the Voice. one speaks of attending a specific steps to ask the office of Residential

position.

Different RAs live in different
spaces, and so they have to confront
different things, and some do more
than others,' But. Wolski's portrait

of RAs as a callousibunc' whodts
misismade&reafssomattheycan

We should hate the sw,
but love the sinner

Stephan Tiirnbull

get sorne sleep u a very poor representation of the truth. The RAs at
Wnratw wnrV votv fcrrl frmm fill.
ing out work orders to planning hall
programs to staying up all night with
victims of rape to helping suicidal
residents through the night And
then, when they have done all they
can, RAs stop and pass the buck to
someone who can help more, be it
counselors or the Dean of Students
office or whomever. It is horribly
frustrating sometimes, but they do
everything they can. But just because Mr. Wolski does not appreciate the magnitude of these efforts
does not give him the right to dis-

RA editorial
mistaken

WCF-sponsor-ed

TVue democracy

for class of '95

1.

.

miss them.
Mr. Wolski is simply wrong when
he demands that RAs are on duty at
all times. RAs are not given halos
with their singles. They need weekends off, they stress about classes,
they get fed up with residents, and
they sometimes hang up a
But they also reach out
well beyond the call "of duty, they
invest a lot of themselves in helping
others, and they can always, always
be turned to in a crisis. I am amazed
at bow thankless a job residential
life is, except for the support that I
see the staff giving each other. Mr.
Wolski's representation of the residential life program sacrifices accuracy for petulance; it seems clear
that the need for reevaluation lies
not with residential life, but with
Wolski's expectations.
do-not-disturbs-

ign.
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Why have an Advising Bay? '

e.SGA.lMffdly

Extra time for conferences and help picking amdjon
the Dean of Faculty explains exactlywh(ys going on y
Why is the world are we having an

cufated to departments
-view and suggestions.
? lV
The result is next week's Advising Day, full schedules of which
will soon be avaflatile" at central

accomodate thatadditionalday withAdvising Day oo Feb. 227
out classes.
In 1992-9the Educational Policy
In subsequent discussions memCommittee bers of EPC thought that it was imSusan Figge brought to the portant to plan programs and events
faculty an
of assistance to all students and to
demic calendar for 1994-9- 5 that in- - give all students a more relaxed and
cluded an Advising Day.
Discussion in EPC had

for"

V'

3,

pre-icgistra-

Above all, Advising Day
time and opportunity to meet with
your adviser and with otherfaculty

tkn

advising con-

-

mittee recognized that the

there often did not seem to be enough
opportunity in a frequently hectic
for yftufcnfy ynd their cur-readvisers to discuss that decision
at length or for students to collect all
of the information they wished to
have about the major or majors they
might still be considering. The February Advising Day was included in
the calendar to help create that extra

yhfitf

nt

advising time, and the Semester n
calendar, with its Wednesday first
day of classes, was organized to

focused opportune to consult with
faculty advisers, departments and
academic support offices about their
academic and career plans. A special planning committee of administrators, faculty and students meeting in December proposed a series
of events for Advising day, including departmental iirformatioh sespossible presensions featuring
tations by current majors. More
planning sessions followed in EPC,
and preliminary proposals werecir- -

"

pre-professio-

Jf
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Satan Wittnock
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all-da-
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body,
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tta
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Ts Waettar Vote,

pre-architectu-

pre-heal-th,

re,

and education advisers
are also on the schedule. The Career
Services Office, the International
Programs Office and the Student
y
Research Office will hold
open bouses.
Above all. Advising Day gives
you the time and opportunity to meet
with your adviser and with other
faculty members for individual conferences. These are meetings that
are sometimes difficult to schedule
amidst the demands of classes and
other commitment before official

Manager: RizwanHossaia

itotaaantnaKeacaaag.
of the writes.

ng,

pre-busin- ess

Kristeo Demmlae
Benjamin Wachs

y Editors: Wende Bider.

nal

fellowship or scholarship such as
the Fulbright or Rhodes, you may
warn to inquire now. Faculty advisers for these fellowships will hold
group sessions or consult individually about the application process.
Sessions with pre-la-

fcaCMaf: Zachary Veilleox

a telephone

ar

off-camp- us

1SS3

Vtic
puoHctian.
ion. The K

sessions or individual office hours for first-yeand sophomore students
who would like to hear
more about what it is like
to major in a particular

field. Some of these ses- skns will include obser
vations from juniors and
seniors about their experience of the
study,
major, including
internships, and the realities of LS.
Some will feature presentations by
alumni of the program. Refreshments will be available at many of
these sessions.
proAdvisers of
grams have also arranged special
sessions or office hours: If jrou arer

Voice
The Wooster
Established

vfcicaac

have
Departments
scheduled ! special
Wednesday morning

'

decision about a major is
a very important one, and

Am

t

members for individual conferences.
These are meetings that are sometimes
difficult to schedule amidst the
demands of classes and other
commitments until official pre- registration conferences in March.

ferences, so that sophomores could plan their
next fafl'sschedules with
the assistance of an adviser in their major. At
the same time, the Com-

re-- 1

locations on campus; such as Lowry
frqpl desk, Let me encourage you
to make us&of the op
portunities available to
gives you tfte
you on this day. Many

i

focused on the importance of students' declaring a major before

their

Box

C-31t7.-

263-259- 1;

Tbs

alaMBaaaaaaiafaelaiaaMaaMaaMi

pre-registrat-

ion

conferences

ia

March. Many faculty members are
planning extended office hours for
Advising Day. Check the sign-u- p
lists at faculty members' offices.
I hope that you will take full advantage of this day and that you will
find it enjoyable and useful. EPC
and I believe mat its success will be
measured by your participation and
by your observations about the value
of events you attend to the planning
of your next steps at Wooster and
beyond. Please share with us your
evaluation of the day and let us know
whether you believe it should be
included in subsequent calendars.

E-m- aii

College of

Susan Figge is Dean of Faculty
at the College.

serves students

Last week the Stutfent Goyesn- - VSGA does. do-- something big. It
ment Association ' proved that in- - hands out lots and tors of money
competence is not limited to the twice a.year, for example. But we
faculty when it failed to amend its have to ask', toufdn ' t somebody else
do the same thing more efficiently?
constitution to allow five competent

and

'

Having both observed and participated in the funding process (from
the side of the applicants) my inclination is to say yes. Twice now 1.
have seen the SGA run out of inter--:
view space and leave some organi- -'
zation out in the cold, unable to
receive funds. This semester's funding process was poorly publicized
and (in my opinion) badly distributed, and last
year the SGA

Benjamin Wachs con- cerned

;

sophomores to take their places in
the SGA, preferring to leave those
seats open, presumably so that
and unconcerned juniors
and seniors could have them. The
logic there was notable only for its
absence, and SGA leaders were
in-cocipe-

tent

rightfully
chagrined
after the
fact SGA

The SGA took as long to
approve four student
president senators as the United States
n
Ephraim Senate sometimes takes to
was quoted approve Supreme Court
in the Voice candidates, and this less than
as saying
is
The result inspiring performance
was not a sadly typical

Da

victory ...

There are

'

'

.

some members of SGA who are
here for a resume builder and who
aren't willing to make the commit--1

meat to serve women do. People
have to be. held accountable."
FhrauiiandJaniesHefVey.rhechak
of the committee which recommended to admit the sophomores,
were a bit more blunt on a WCWS
radio program last Friday, in which
they admitted "the SGA failed." All
this is a matter of public record, and
appeared in the Voice last week.
This week the SGA, in a session
closed lo the public, finally forced
itself to fill the seats and performed
in over two months what it should
have done in two weeks tops. The
SGA took as long to approve four
student senators as the United States
Senate sometimes takes to approve
Supreme Court candidates, and this
less than inspiring performance is
sadly typical.
After last week's example of
"bickering about the rules on how to
achieve noung" (that's a quote from
onecithe-SoriK3morecandida)JI

think it perfectly reasonable to ask,
"What good does the SGA do, and
do we need it?" The really sad thing
about the events of last week are

that, had they not been printed in the
Voice, I doubt most students would
have even known what happened.
There's a reason for that: I don't
think that knowing what goes on in
the SGA is in any way relevant to
the average students life. The SGA
does as much for the average student as Israel does for Montana:
very little. How many students, I
wonder, even know who their SGA
representatives are, let alone actually go to them with their problems?
Of course, every now and then, the

;

couldn't

even get a
quorum of
members to
come to the

funding

vote! This is

not a distin-- g
uished
record, and
there . are
faster ways
of distributing funding badly, and
probably several people or groups
. ,who could doit better.
Ah, but who? Get rid of the SGA,
and who would take its place? The
only logical choice as I see it would

be the Wooster administration,
which is not a pleasing thought.
Frankly, I would just as soon keep
the same administration that brings
us the "silent presidential search"
and the "stealth budget" as faraway
from additional responsibilities as
possible.
Students have too little influence
on this campus already, and if the

administration were to take on
SGA's responsibilities, they would
probably just raise our tuition again.
They seem to like doing that, and I
for one have noticed no particular
efficiency on their part that justifies
it. Sure, some administrators are
efficient, and remarkably so: but
given a choice between a few efficient administrators (and a herd of
bureaucracy) that I have no control
over, and m generally inefficient
SGArepresentatives who.asavoicr,
I can at least threaten, I'll take SGA
any day.
So I support SGA, despite it's
general useless inefficiency, because
at least it's students being useless
and inefficient That's good practice for the world outside College,
and the SGA members of today could
very well be the Savings and Loan
regulators of tomorrow. You've got
to start somewhere, and who knows?
Maybe now that they finally let four
of those sophomores in, the SGA
might actually achieve something.
Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints
Editor for the Voice.
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Summary of Judicial Cases, Spring 1994
Levels 1 and 2

Date

Description of Incident

JeaS.1994

ITinnigRA

JeaS.1994

NoeVkaukal

Jen 14. 1994

Disposition
Itfe

h the

Description of Incident

Disposition

Feb 12. 1994

Alcohol Violation

Keferred to
Lsanr of apology

Feb 12. 1994

14. 1994

Iff rring with the

Akcfci Violation 2
Multiple serving maainrr

life

Referred to
10

Referred to

Feb 12. 1994

Jm

1

AbaamamgBagaasrferaptmbeaJTiar

Apology to RA

AkahrfVkaanaal

Date

life

Violation 2
Ak
Mabjpb

Referred to
10 been of

AkahmVKiarioal

Fiet
FataVipaiina

Jen 14. 1994

Fight

Feb IS. 1994

NdssVicistioal

Spoke with staff airatnii nho iasaiid ticket

Feb IS. 1994

N

Feb IS. 1994

NobeViokoonl

Spoka wkh staff member who iasaed ticket

Feb 23. 1994

Accidental VaadaHam

Spoka wkh staff amber who tanaed tkfcot

Feb 23. 1994

Akohol Violation

Referred to Chemical Awareness Program

i

Latter of apoiotjio rriia;faiaaat

Akxi VWabca2

Fight

Jen 14, 1994

Pun

AkcMVkaatioal
Urmatedansbed

JanU.1994

Alcohol Violation
Fight

Feb 14. 1994

coaaafcbag

Akcnci Vkaltian2
15 boan ccemananty service
Coodoct Piobaboa throegn end of

Fight

1993-9- 4

Violation

Spofca wkh staff niember who iasaed ticket

1

1

Jaa 14. 1994

None Vidatiaa

1

Spofca with

staff member who iasaed ticket

Feb 23. 1994

Vandalism

5 horns fcsiirnunaTy service

Ja 14. 1994

Nctse Violation

1

Spoke with

naff Bomber who issned ticket

Feb 24. 1994

Dreg Violation

Referred to Chemical Awareness Program

Jm 21. 1994

Gmtmned Drag Urn

Refand to Chetmcal Awareness Program

Feb 24. 1994

Dreg Violation

Referred to Chemical Awareness Program

Jea 22. 1994

Accidental Vandalism

Spoke with staff atrnber who iaaaed ticket

Mar 1,1994

Jan22.1994

Alcced Violation

1

Spoke with staff ember who iaaaed ticket

Mar 27. 1994

Manaane Violation

Ju 22.

Meeting wkh lbs director
Referred to WCAS for fun

Alcohol Vkletiaa

1

Spoke with staff member who imard ticket

Apr 4. 1994

Alcohol Violation 2
Needed

Referred for foil

1994

Abase

Required lo vacate boose

of iradwsial life

Jn22.1994

None Violation

1

Spoke with staff member who issned ticket

Ju 22. 1994

Naiae Violation

1

Spoke with staff member who issned ticket

Apr 7. 1994

Alcohol Violation

1

Spoka wkh staff member who issoed ticket

Jsn2J.1994

AkcbalViolKical

Fall

Apr 7. 1994

Alcohol Violabon

1

Spoka wkh staff member who issoed ticket

Harassing Behavior

Agreed lo stay sway

Apr 7. 1994

Theft (aoempted)

Feb 1.1994

None Violation

1

Spoka with staff member who issoed ticket

Feb 1.1994

Nom

Vioiatioa

1

Spoke with staff member who tamed ticket

Apr 9. 1994

Akxbol Violation
Theft (attempted)

Feb 1.1994

Naeat VicJatioa

1

Spoka with staff member who iaaaed ticket

Feb 3. 1994

Vandalism

Feb 3. 1994

Vandaoea and Sofeataaca Abaaa

Contact for a

I

Feb X 1994

Vandalism sad Sobataacs Abase

Contact for a

I

Feb 7.1994

Aau

Spoka wkh ataff

Feb 10. 1994

Alcohol Violation

ad Sobstancs

Eaaapment VioiMka

t

fma

coraplamaot

Program

Referred to Chemical A
10 boars ww we unity

Program

Theft (aoeeapted)
Apr 9. 1994

Akcaol Violation (price violations)
Theft (aaeenpted)

Parental contact
10

Apr 21. 1994

Noie Violation

Spoka wkh staff aaember who issoed ticket

Warning sad contact for a behavior Change

1

1

AkoholViolatioal

1

MsvS.1994

Violatioal

Spofca

Violatioal

Spoke wkh staff member who iseaed ticket

Spoka with staff aaember who iaaaed ticket

1

of residential life

Referred to Chemical A'
10 hoen cocamonxty service

Apr 9. 1994
Abate

Meeting wkh the director

May 5. 1994

Andio

wkh staff member who issued ticket

Level 3

Hearing Incident
Date

Description

Alleged Code Violation(s)

Jen 23. 1993

ThsarransdirinBiflyi
aoy i

1) Section EC. Part A:
i CoDega places a
high veins oaths nanctky of mt mamdaai. k wiS not

Hearing Type

Hearing Outcome

Sanction(s)

OSectkaEL PartCibj The Board
accepted the accaaad's pies of not

1) The si i nans was
apoeagy toemaccna

Pstf CXtu TWBossd

Chmnksl Awaamssi

2) Section

DC:

2)SectkaIXG'ThMaspaaatiuaaoidsak

Taiiiiinr

ma

3)Tairrasilnsiaiaaiwlto

gnUty.

aetaf a
3)SectJaa DC'

towamakstorof

Pitt C2Xl.Th

Ceflaas's rhnnmCemer.

Boesd

-

--

r.pMaataniky

csal i

'if "h

Cmmmhmdwmk,mmmvmdi

-

4jThaaccaaad was 1 i

4) Section EC: PmtCXaj TaaRoant .

ar hefbm May L 1994.

1

T

I

Itonadotm

10

f

February 1771995

ICE

Hearing Incident
Date

ALLEG

Description

CODF VlQIiATION(s)

--

J"

'

HEARIN&TYP&

The accused allegedly sexu
ally assaulted the

1) Section I, Part A:

The CoQege expects

that integ- -

will be demonstrated by one's
own
to rrsponsihle prisnnal behavior
and willingness to offer assistance to others whose
behavkv appeals harnuil to themselves or other members c the commanity.''
2) Sectioa I, Part B: The College expects that in all
relationships with each other, stnrintfi will be guided
by a mutual concern for each other's feelings, integrity and need to live in an environment conducive to
academic achievement. The College believes that
such concent requires sensitivity and a sense of responsibility in aO relationships within the community."
3) Section DC Part A; "Because the CoQege places a
high value on the sanctity of the individual, it wOl not
tolerate behavior whkh in any way uridermiries the
emotka physical or edikalintegnry of any member
of its community ..."
4) Section DC, Part C: This expectation holds true in
interactions of a sexual nature." 2. "Sexual assault
may include any unwanted act of a sexual nature
ranging form fondling to rape. Sexual assault occurs
when the offender b. Prevents resistance of the
individual by substantially impairing judgement or
control through the administration of a drug or intaxi-csurreptitiously, by threat offorce or deception, c
Coerces the individual to submit by means that would
prevent resistance by an individual of ordinary resolution, d. Knows the ability of. their individual to
appraise or control Idaher behavior is substantially
impaired, e. Knows that the individual submits because heshe is unaware that the act of being commit-- -.
ted. f. Knows the sexual contact is offensive to the
individual"
rity and

f StiicflOffls), J,
Appealed to the president,
upheld.

guilty

prevent resistance by an individual of ctdinaiy .resolution, d. Knowi the ability of the jpdjvidoal to
appraise or control hisher behavior ii inhatintiaHy
impaired, e. Knowi that the individual aabmks because hedie is unaware that the act is bang committed, f. Knows the sexual contact is offensive to the
individual."

Feb 12. 1994

OuCCDME 1!

A llfcAWNG

f.
Original sanctions

5) Section DC PtrtClt: The Bond
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

Dean's Hearing Board

self-respe-ct

.

1) Section I: A: The Board did not
accept the accused's plea of no contest.
The board found him guilty.

1) The accused was required to undergo a full
assessment, with a Chemical Dependency Coon-selo- r.

2 Section LB: The accused did not
enter a plea. The board found the
accused guilty.

2) The accused was required to compleu a coun-

3) Section DC C2x.: The Board accepted the accused' s plea of not guflry .
4) Section DC did.: The Board accepted the accused's plea of no contest.

seling program and an education program that
addressed appropriate sexual relationships in the
College of Wooster comnumiry.

3) The accused was placed on Conduct Probation
through the conclusion of Semester I of 1994.
Sanction violation hearing.

5) Section DC C2x.: The Board accepted the accused'splea of no contest
6) Section DC

C2J.:

The Board

ac-

cepted the accused's plea of no con test

ai

Feb 13, 1994

The accused allegedly sexu
ally assaulted the i

I. Part A: The College expects mat integrity and self respect win be demonstrated by one's
own commitment to responsible personal behavior
and by a willingness to offer assistance to others
whose behavior seems harmful to themselves and
1) Section

-

1) Section L Part A: The Board accepted the accused's plea of not guilty.

Dean's Hearing Board

2) Section I: Part B: The Board accepted the accused'splea of not guilty.

others."

3) Section DC Part C2.c: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

2) Section I, PartB: The College expects that in all
relationships with each other, students will be guided
by a mutual concern for each other's feelings, integrity and need to live in an environment conducive to
academic achievement."
3) Section DC Part C: This expectation holds true in
interactions of a sexual nature." 2. "Sexual assault
may include any unwanted act of a sexual nature
ranging from fondling to rape. Sexual assault occurs
Coerces the individual to
when the offender. ...
submit by means that would prevent resistance by an
individual of ordinary rcscfation. d. Knows the ability
of their individual to appraise or control hisher behavior u substantially unpaired, e. Knows that the individual submits because heshe is unaware that the act
of being committed. L Knows the sexual contact is
offensive to the individual."

4) Section K: Part Cld.: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.
5) Section DC Part C2.e.: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

c

Mar 29. 1994

The accused allegedly

ille-

gally entered and removed

items Crib CoQege

The

CoQege expects that
will be demonstrated by
to responsible personal beone's own
havior and by a willingness to offer atsiatance to
to themselves
others whose behavior appears harn
or the community.
2) Section L PartB: The CoQege expecu that in all
relationships with each other, stndenttwffl be guided
1) Section L Part A:
integrity and

t

G2:

The Board
6) Section DC Part
accepted the accused's plea of not
guilty.

1) Section L Part A: The Board rejected the accused's plea of no contest
and found him guilty.

Judicial Board Hearing

self-respe- ct

3) &cddn
accepted

and need to hve in an enviionment conducive to

or College

Theft iacfades. bat is not Bmiktd to the Inflowing:
rheieoxvaloffiBrjitiOTfromone
theft of cctnputer equipment; theft from any room in

.

.
--

TVft of personal

1) Recorded Disciplinary Probation until the College confers degree.
A. No participation in College activities, which
includes but is not limited to offices held in csm-pgroups, social groups, nsfcrccJleajate and
athletics, public events, performances or
ceremonies (except the graduation ceremony).
B. The accused was not permitted to enter any
residence balls and houses but his own.
ns

2) Section L PartB: The Board injected the accused's plea of no contest
and foundmm guilty. "

byaawaeonctnfomcfcotbtfe
3) Section VIL Theft

None imposed.

.-

-- .

--

lL Theft: The Board''
accused's plea of gmlfV
'
..

.-

'

-

-

'"

f'-'-iC-

"

in-tramu-

ral

2) Lkdrdualletimofaiologyu
the boom wen to be written.
3) The accused was not to coenemto contact with
any of the lesidentt of the house; this mckdedbnt
was not limited to parnVripanng in behavior or
KMging rWi in prtiririei in behaviors that

Hearing Type

Alleged Code Violation(s)

Hearing Incident

Date

February 17,1995

The Wooster Voice
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Description

I
;

an. College

Sanction(s)

Hearing Outcome

office or Service Bailding.

te Bccstoee and dunng baDs; ... Theft

tv

to be pud to ibe College
4) Reabmtiaa
damage mconed on March S, 1994.

lately to leak at action by the cnfl adtodties as well
asmcCoDege.'

Car toy

5) The teemed was required to perform 30 boon
of community i
Sanction violation bearing.

Apr 7. 1994
r

allegedly

TW

iBe-

pay

-

Put A:

self-respe- ct

font

CoDege boas--

Tb

College expects tbat
deoaooatzmled by
to wanraaitiw personal be-one's i
by a wJTipgwfaa to offer a ft
to
others whose behavior appear! harmful to tbeeaaelves
arthecoBBBwairy."
2) Sectioa L PartB: The CoDega expects dial in al
1) Section I.

Judicial Board Hearing

will be

2) Section L PartB: The Board accepted the accased'i plea of gniby.

ire

3) Section VIL Theft: The Board
accepted the accused's plea of not
gmby.

n

rr

1) Section L Part A: The Board accepted the accused's plea of guilty.

rrlstinnrhirt ill
rrW. 1 ni iTI t--1
by a amtaal cooccca for eack other's feeling, integrity
as aa environment conducive to
to

te

,4

'

in-txam-

aral

2) Individual letters of apology to the residents of
the boose an to be written.

3) Section VIL Theft: Theft of personal or CoDege
property viohna both the apirit and letter of the Code.
Theft jneindra. bat is act limited to the following;
iisauval of h saiga ftiinituas ia one's owa hniMittg or
the aaaovnl of faraitnra from one balding to another;
theft of fontpoUT equytuent; nVft froca any room in
a residential ana. CoDege office or Service Building,
tfte Boca; Bore and dining halls; ... Theft is
lflcely to sesak in action by the chrfl sutboririeseswell
as (he CoDege."
t-4-

1) Recorded Disciplinary Probation nntil the College confers degree.
A. Noptitk3pationmCoIeacdTities,which
inctanVs bat is act bmiied to ofSces held in campus groups, social groups, intercollegiate and
athletics, pubbc events, performances or
crmnomfs (air hvting the graduation ceremony).
B. The acensed was not permined to enter any
residence halls and bonses but ms own.

3) The accused was not to come mlo contact wiih
any of the irsidrnti of the boose; this iadooed but
waa not banted to participating in behavior or
mraorsging others lo participle in bensvion that
conld be constrned as harassing or mtirnicUrirtg.

i"t

4) Restitntion to the College for any damages
menned on Maid) 5, 1994.

)

i

5) The accused
Oaf

i
i

Apr 12. 1994

The accnaed allegedly illegally entered and aunovtd
iteass from CoDege

1) Section L Pan A:
integrity and
self-respe- ct

The

CoDege expects that

Judicial Board Hearing

will be demon amied by

one's own coneninnent to irapnnaaSla personal be?,
havior and by a willingness to offer a el anna to
others whose behavior appears harmful to themselves
or the ccfDmaoixy.
2) Section J, Pan B: The CoDege expects diet in aO
rriationstripa with each other, salients will be graded
by a axxnal concern lor each other's feeling, integrity
and need to fve in an environment conducive to

1) Section L Part A: The Board accepted the accnaed's plea of goiby.

2) Sectioa It Pan B: - The Board
cepted the accnaed's plea of guilty.
--

a:

3) Section VIL Theft: The Board
rejcvied the accused's plea of not gmhy
nod found him goOty.

vii injured

to pcrfonn 30 hours

COPIOMHaty

1) Recorded Disciplinary probation nntil the College confera degree.
A No participation in CoQege activities, which
indoors but is not limited to offices held in cam-n- s
groups, social groups, aiewxoOegjase and intramural amVtif. public events, performances or
tweenies (except the graduation ceremony.)
B. The accnaed was aotnermtoed to enter any
balls and bonses bat his own.
2) IndividBal letters of apology to the residents of
the bouse am to be written.

m adcnijc achievement.

3) Sectioa VIL Theft: Theft of personal or CoDege
ptiajeity violates both the spirit and letter of me Code.
Theft inriunVs. bat is not bmied to the faDowing:
removal of loony remimre in one's own building or
the semoval of furniture from one buGding to another;
theft of innMer eooapnent; aSeft from any room in
a triirlrtaial unit. CoDege office or Service Bailding.
the Boor store and dmmg baDs; ... Theft is
bkely to sesalt in action by the chril lothoritirs as well
as me CoDege."

3) The accused was not to come into contact with
spy of the residents of me house; This inrlnrird hot
was not bmited to participating in behavior or
encouraging others to participate in behaviors that
could be consoned as harassing or intimidating.

;4'f

4) Restitution to the CoDege for any damages
incurred on Match 5, 1994.
5) The accused was required to perform 30 boars
of commumty i

Apr 27. 1994

The acensed allegedly

vio- -

x
March 3. 1994.

with a chemical dependency conn- -

l)FuD

Dean's Hearing Board

The acensed was found not to have
violated the a"i"''tT J sanction.

1) New dearfftines were implemented.

Dean's Hearing Board

1) Section L Part A: The Board rejected the accused's pies of not guilty

1) Recorded disciplinary probaoon
A Ibe accnaed most live at all male residence haS for the 1994-9- 5 academic year.
B. The accnaed is not permirtnd to enter any
residence baDs win the rxrrptirai of hUcwn.

aelor.

2) Companion of a counsr Bng uuigiain designed by a
CoQege

May 3. 1994

i

i

The acensed allegedly
walked into a roam occav
pied by someone whom be
dida'llaowindarvadedher

i

1) Section L Part A;
maegnty and
one s own

The

CoDege expects that
wiH be drntonarratrd by

tO aWpODnbial pBafMBaal

bV

havior ..."
2) Section L PartB: The College expects mat al
rrlstinnatiif i with each other. TiiVvai will be guided
by a asntnal concea for each other's feeling, integrity
and need to fve in an eevijoomeot condncive to
The College believes that
loch uinrin mooires anasitrvty and a sense of
at aO friatinnsmpa wkhia the commn-nit-

a

m-aponabi-

BTy

y-

and found him gmlxy.

2) Section L PszlB: The Board rejected the accused's plea of not gmby
and found him gmby.
3) Section DC: Part A: The Board
rejected the accnaed's plea of not gaOty
and faoad boa gvlty.

r

3) Sectioa DC Part A: TJecaan the Coflfgn places a
high vakM on the sanctity of the iadrvidQal.il wiaaot
any way aanVnainea the
tolesate behavior which
. iategriry of any annate of its

t
r

4) Sectioa XL Privacy and Secarxty:
The Board sejectad the accnaed's plea
of not guiky and fonnd him gmilty.

a

2)TtMBccasediareaairedioperfora(4)hoarsof
coraiminky service weekly from the week of Sept.
12. 1994 to the week of Nov. 2S. 1994.

3) The accused is reqtmed to comply a counsel-m- g
program and
rdnrsrional program to be
nesignwl by College

a

4) The accnaed was secured to write a letter of

acogytotieaccMBr.
Afjpeaied to

PreaidenL Sanctian2waselimi- -

Hearing Incident
Date

Description
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Alleged Code Violation(s)

Hearing Type

Hearing Outcome

Sanction (s)

of physical force"
4) Section XL Privacy and Security: "Residential
living m an academic community ptuvides opportunities for educational and aocial exchanges within the
irsidrraial units. The exchanges, however, should not
interfere with the rights of individuals to privacy and
to me of their roomi and adjacent areas fee study and
deep."
May 5,1994

The accused allegedly tried

to break into a medicine
cabinet in Hygeia.

1) Section L Part A; The College expects mat
win be demonstrated by
integrity and
one'i own commitment to responsible personal be-

Dean's Hearing Board

self-respe- ct

and found him guilty.

havior ..."
2) Section L Part C: Ttis assumed that me coiiduct of
all students win be frmistmt with the educational
purposes of the mstimtka and m no way wiS interfere
with the foactianiDg of the College as it seeks to fulfill
that purpose. Likewise, ndmdoal and group behavior which inhibits members of the community stufrom carrying out
dents, faculty and administrators
their respective tasks and duties is unacceptable. The
College also expects mat students win regard the
property of the College as an asset in which they have
vested interest and that any differences of opinion
among various elements of the community wfll be
deal with through recognized charmdt and not
a matter of threat to or actual abuse of College
property or m any way interfere with its normal
be-corj-

functioning

May 6, 1994

May 25,1994.

The accused allegedly violated sanctions imposed on
March 29. 1994.

The accused sAegedly

ally assaulted the aca

2) Section I: Part C: The Board rejected the accused's plea of not guOiy
and found him guilty.

1) The accused was placed on recorded disciplin-

ary probation effective immediately and ending
with the conclusion of the spring term, 199S.
2) The accused was required to make restitutio
for the cost to replace the double locked rnedicine
cabinet in Hygeia.
3) The accused was matured to discuss with his
prescribing physician that be was found guilty of
attempting to break into a cabinet attaining narcotics.
student's failure to fulfill sanctions 2 and 3 will
resuhintJwdenialofreadrnisaionlotheCoQegek
the future.

M

..."
Dean's hearing Board

1) Recorded disciplinary probation until the College
confers your degree.
A. No participation m College activities, which
includes, but is not boaited to offices held in campus
social troops, mterooQegiattandmtramo-r- al
groups
pubnc events, performance or ceremo
nies (except the graduation ceremony).
1)

1) Section I: Part A The Board rejected the aocused'i plea of not guilty

SclHnJcrTha3aB-

a

2) Section L Part B. The CoOege expects that in all
relationships with each other, students wffl be guided
by a mutual concern for each other's feelings, integrity and need to live in an environment CCTKrocive to
The College believes that
academic achievement.
such concern requires sensitivity and a sense of responsibility in aU relationships within the commu-

nity."
3) Section DC Part A "because the College places a
high value on the sanctity of an mdrvidual it will not
tolerate behavior which in any way undermines the
emotional, physical ... integrity of any member of its
cemmsmty. Such proscribed beriaviorinckides but is
not limited to ... the use of physical force."
4) Section DC. Part C: This expectation holds true in
iriteractionsof asexualnature. 2. "Sexual astauhmay
mdnde any unwanted act of a sexual nature ranging
from fondling to rape. Sexual assault occurs when the
offender: ... & Coerces the individual to submit by
means that would pie vent resistance by an individual
of ordinary rasoktiaa. 4. Knows the abifcry of the
individual to appraise or oontrol hisher behavior is
substantially snpsaed. e Knows u the individual
submits because kesba is unawara that the act of
being commiaed. L Knows the sexual contact is
offensive to me individual"

vio-

1) The accused was expelled from the College sod
required to move out of campus bousing within 48
hours.
Appealed to President. Sanction imposed was
reduced from expulsion to suspension from the
period.
CoDege for at least a one-year

-

rity and self respect wfll "be demonstrated by one's
own t-";-"to responsible personal behavior

The accused was found to have
lated the imposed sanction.

.

None.

Dean's Hearing Boejtf

of not gouty on all counts

--

-

-

tT

PalTTD
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A group of 'engaging' couples Chemistry text reflects
years of teaching

The college years are aprime time to propose

NEWSSERVICES

Shannon agrees, saying the thought
Mike meant they should just start
looking for a ring. .
It was when Mike brought out the
ring that she didn't quite know what
to do. So, she told Mike, "You're

crazy.".
And now.Shannon says, "It's nice

just to sit back and think that you
made the right decision.''
Easily Stowe '95 aad Dennis

10

Erans

Emily and Dennis, a
1
junior at the University of Toledo,
met this summer while working at.
the Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center. Emily originally thought Dennis was loo young
for her. "He looked younger with a
baseball cap, so at first I wrote him
off but when I found out he was
older be became a possibility.''
When they finally did go out in
the beginning of July, Emily told
her friends that it was just a 'summer thing.' Then she added.
strikes me as odd that you can meet
someone and say you'll see a movie
with them, and then just never stop
seeing them." By the end of Inly.
Empy, knew Detmis.wasn'i;
mer fling.
On Dec. 3. while they were talking in his room, Dennis said, "I love
and respect you a lot and it would
make me very happy if you'd be my
wife." Emily said "yes."
"There's a feeling I get with him,
that's completely relaxed. He makes
me feel good about myself, my future. We can just be walking around
a hardware store, and I'll be thinking that he would be nice to remodel
a house with," Emily said.
Alex Conway '98 and Lindsay
Graf 98
Alex loves the song "Sweet Jane,"
and when be saw it listed as a broadcast name in Holden, be wrote to
"Sweet Jane." That was Lindsay,
and she wrote back. Two days after
they met in person, they started dating. Two weeks later, they were
24-year-

-oi

It

photo by EUZA3ETH MADISON

"Coin to the chapel and we're gonna get married 1 Carmine
Viaceazo and Tracey FoCina 96 recently got engaged. .
.--

By RACHEL POPE

it in college. We get engaged.
Shannon Preece '96 and Mike
Baker '9
Shannon and Mike started dating
during their sophomore year. Mike
comes up with the the day right
sway. Oct 9. By Christmas, Mike
said. "I really missed her. I just got
to dunking that I wanted to spend a
lot of time with her."
Shannon said that her relationship wim Mike was different from
the beginning. "With everyone else
I dated I had to compromise on what
I wanted. With Mike, agreement
came naturally,'' she said.
Six months later, school was out,
and Mike was driving home from
work. 1 remember thinking that I

On Oct. 2. Shannon Preece '96
and Mike Baker '96 got engaged
and changed my life forever. That
sounds a Hole strange, after all, at
the time I didn't know Mike and I
barely knew Shannon. She lived
across the hall from me. and I'd only
talked to her once or twice when we
were brushing our teeth at the same
time. But when Shannon, her breath
short and gaspy and her eyes blank
with far reaching vision, told me
that she was engaged. I felt winded,
like Td been punched in the stomach. I couldn't understand what she
was saying. Engaged? I didn't
know what it meant; it meant too
much for me to understand. Unfathomable.
,

wanted my own house to come home
to. I wasted to settle down and I
wanted to settle down with Shannon. I got home and I told my dad,
1 think Tb going lo marry her.'

So here it is. the week of

Valentine's Day. the institutionalized celebration of the Bofzxhom-abl- e
love. Such an important hofi-ds- y
to us, being young enough to
paint everything in bright rosy tones,
siidcMenongh to feel sn increasing
sense of loneliness as our ties to Our '
tmmv, family tfnttsmffisf snr-foundings. We find ourselves need-- :
ing somebody, wanting somebody.
to be with us forever, to be an rate-gral and inseparable part of as. "
Sometimes we can find this other-- ,
half of us; sometimes we even admit

"He said, 'Are yon surer AadI

said.'Yeal- L-

--

'

He got the engagement ring dor--'
tog thesomney and kept it in las
When be got back to
sock-drawe- r.

schorjlxheriagenoediBnaerthe
stettfe the boaoni of bis closet

"Although he Meant to propose to her

tear
cant cert wee
oft- -

-

ft iKA

oae-ye- ar

K

anniversary, it
earner. Andwhen

PnU?VrM

"She didn't know what k meant"

--

en:rJ

In an era when critics of higher
education contend that college professors pay too much attention to
their research and writing and not
enough to teaching students, a College of Wcoster chemistry professor argues that there is nobetter way
to improve one's classroom skills
than by writing a textbook.
I Paul Gans. professor of chemistry, says that the process of writing
"Basic Inorganic Chemistry," the
third edition of which has just has
been published by John Wiley Sc.
Sons, Inc. of New York, has made a
critical difference in his ability to
teach
"Working with
is a
marvelous thing," said Cans, who
both the second and new
third edition of the book with F.
Albert Cotton, the W.T. Doherty-Welc- h
Foundation Distinguished
Professor of Chemistry at Texas A
& M University, and Sir Geoffrey
Wilkinson, emeritus professor of
inorganic chemistry at the Imperial
College of Science, Technology and
Medicine in London, England, and
winncrcoVC1973..Noj)el Pjizejn ...
Chemistry.
':

qfry"tt

-

co-auth-ors

co-wro-

te

"That interaction improves what I
am able to teach at Wcoster. I learn
from them sod bring this new knowledge intomy classroom. I've learned
snore chemistry from these guys
since the second edition came out in
1984 than I have at any other time or
place in my life," be con tinned.
Gans thinks that the new textbook
reflects proven approaches to teaching the subject to college students.
"A new edition of a textbook finds
its life in the classroom," said Gaus,
"IH develop methods and experiments in class to see if they are valid
ways to teach the material. The
book really represents what works
best for my students and what I
think will work best for other students. For instance, this edition
incorporates a new approach to describing and illustrating molecular
structures. It has helped my students to visualize these very complex structures. It also should help
students at other colleges and universities to understand them."
According to Gaus, a book of this
type also allows him to introduce
curriculum advances to students
worldwide. During the past few "

please see TEXT, page 1 1 "
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engaged.

"It's kind of a weird thing. It was
kind of agreement. I mean, she told
me that if I asked her, she'd say yes.
And one day I got down on my
knees and asked her to marry me."
he said.
And how did he decide to brave
the depths of the unfathomable?
There is something so different
about Lindsay . Before, I thought I
knew what love was, but this is
something so intense mora than
you'd expect. It's something about
her even her imperfections are
perfect enough for me," Alex explained. .
Alex doesn't really believe in
en-ple- ase

see COUPLES, page

11
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photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The College Bowl com petitions began this past weekend on
cam pas, with elimination rounds held on Satarday. Four-persteaxos were formed both by organizations, sach as the
Delta, and by soufRQated groans of people. Tht contest
finished nt Wooster with the final rtmmd on Monday night In
the Pit, where BAMF (Brad Dixon, Chris Maker, Noah Parker
and Don Walter 95s) defeated the Brothers Grimm(Lawrence
BarteL Aaron Skrypski, Steve Tnmbnll and Phil Verhoef fit).
BAMF will move on to the next ronnd of competition, to be
held next weekend at Wright State University.
on

T
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Couples
cominocxl front page 10

and bought some flowers. "I don't
id.
And
I wrote on the card that it was nice
talking to her and that I was sorry

movies, but never suspect would
happen lo anyone in real life.
Laura and Joel have been best
friends since they were lOyearsold.
She said. Tn high school, he asked
me out all me time, and 1 just didn't
want K) datehim. Then when I came
back from Spain
after my sopho-

kiiowwiiy-besaid."butId-

gagement is anything bat a convention of society. AU the same, being
engaged makes him feel "fulfilled,
confident and relieved."
never going to
be alone again."
Hecom-mented,"IknowI-

Gary MlUer 95
an Stephanie
Taylor
Ever wonder if
maybe yon passed
your future husband in the aisle of
a grocery store
when yon were
six? Or if maybe
your future wife
was the one who

U

Tkx7oc3TE2 Vcica Feaxtjse

17a V995

am

just been in."

Theirfirstdatewttanuraleagne

"I'm seared to death It's a huge commitment

more year, he

This is the person I am going to wake up to for
the next SO years. And maybe in 10 years, she'll
say, 'Gary, you're an idiot I'm leaving.' But
my momma always told me, 'In marriage you
never know. It's just something you have to

showed up at my
house, and I felt

something for

him."
That summer,
on the dock of the
camp where they
accept'"
worked, the two
Gary Miller '95 had a little talk.
Joel kid her some
thing along the
stock-o- ut
her
lines of, "You're everything I've
tongue at yon in the movie theater baseball game in July, and he prowhen yon were eight? How could posed toher this Christmas. He tied ever wanted." Two seconds after
you ever know they were going to a bear to a piece of cardboard and mis conversation, and almost 10
taped the ring bow to the cardboard years since they'dbeen bestfriends,
come back into your lives?
When Gary Miller first met m front of the bear,so that when she Laura knew she wanted to marry
Stephanie Taylor, they were very pulled the bear out, she couldn't see him.
young. Their parents were good the ring. It was when she turned the
Jod proposed lo herthenext summer at the same camp, during a
friends. Stephanie's family moved bear around mat she saw the ring.
away before they were six. Then,
"Tin scared todeath,"Gary said. sunset boat ride. "He had been
this past summer, a friend of Gary It's a huge commitment. This is giving me a nativity scene, he was
the person I am going to wake up to going to propose to me when he
asked if be knew a Stephanie Taylor. When Gary said be did. their for the next 50 years. And maybe in gave me all the pieces. He gave me
the last piece on that boat, and he
mutual friend supplied him with her 10 years, shell say. 'Gary, you're
an idiot. Tm leaving. But my had this look in his eyes and I got
number. Stephanie was attending
the University of Akron. momma always told me, In mar- really scared and excited; Hke 'Oh
Apparaady.Gary called her and they riage yon never know. It's just no,' and Oh wow,' all at the same
time. He told roe to bold out my
talked for almost two boors. "That something you have to accept. Unfirst night on die phone, I could tell fortunately, it's when I don't know hands and close my eyes. I started
that there was something about something ia advance that it scares bawling as soon as he put the ring
Stephanie. We clicked; we had a lot me. Idon'tlikealotof loose ends." box in my hand."
She went on, and said, "He tells
cf things in common. Weboth liked Laarn Templeton 95 and Joel
me about books he's reading or
chocolate covered caramels. We Aosved
Laura and Joel's story is full to something be saw a little kid doing,
both wash oar cars from the inside
and it's important to me. Everythe brim with all the romantic cliout."
Later that week when be passed ches mat you can imagine the kind thing he does means something to
outside a florist shop be stopped m of things you might sigh over in me, is a part of me. We work together instead of working for ourselves ... There is never a day when
wonder if he cares about me."
I
MinisEcumenical
Dr. Rodney Page, executive director of

continued from page 10

years, he has served on the American Chemical Society's Inorganic

DrviskCnrnnmConitfrrthe

National Science Foundation's
Panel for Graduate Research Fellowships in Chemistry, and the
NSFs Panel for the Presidential
Young Investigator's Awards during the sdnunistration of President
George Bush. As a result of these
experiences, Gaus says the textbook
incorporates the latest thinking in
the field.
Another factor Gaus considers to
be very important to his teaching is
that writing a textbook of this magnitude requires the authors to refine
their thinking and tobe immersed in
the subject. "If you haven't been
through publishing a book, you win

not have any idea of what's involved," he said. "I know every
page, every word, every diagram.
I've dreamed this book. It runs
:

through my head like a dogma. I've
gone to bed with formulas revolving through by brain.rve awakened
with molecular structure diagrams
on my mind. It's like a prayer life
it gets into every part of you."
Also, mere is a connectedness between the material presented in the
book and his present and former
students. This becomes evident
when Gaus philosophically reflects
labor of love to proon his
duce the new edition.
"My students at Wooster really
are a part of this book, too," said
Gaus, who has been a member of the
Wooster faculty for 18 years. "On
every page, I see something that I
did at Wooster to teach this material. As a matter of fact, when I turn
the pages, I see the faces of my
students. Some of my former students now are teachers. If they read
mis text with a thought toward using
it in their classrooms, they will see
themselves on its pages."
10-ye-
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Lending a helping hand
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tries of Oregon, and the Gwrdinator of our Urban Semester

Program in Portland, Oregon, win speak on "Physical
Assisted Suidde: The Right To Die or The Duty To Die"
on Monday, Feb. 20th, 4 p.BL, Lowry Center 119.

HOMOPHOBIA AT C.O.W.:
ITS SOURCES AND ITS RAMMGATIONS
A Panel Discussion Festering:

rlxwiJaiHciBobBareods,

And what seem s so unfathomable
about all of this, about all these
couples, is their belief in their love.
It's so strong that they can say yes to
itfor the rest oftheir lives. So strong
that Shannon can say, "1 don't think
Mike and I will ever be in a ritnation
that can't be resolved." And that
Laura can say, 1 know inside that
Joel is it for me." So strong, that
Gary can say, "Everybody teUs you
mat you'll know. And that's the
way I feel about Stephanie."
And to that I can only say, "Oh
wow."

Do You Need:
1 ) AIRLINE TICKETS
2) SPRING BREAK

SKIING

HOME

by f

rmnad the

BEAUH

3) FREE DELIVERY
14) GUARANTEED
LUWpST rAnfco

.7:33 p
SoceEaOr

I

pfcoto by INTERCAMBIO CULTURAL MAYA

Angela Bakaysxa 95 assista la the dental dink hi the
Guatemalan reragee vClage of Los Laarealea in Caatpecke
State, Mexico. Bakaysxa was a partkipaat hi the Intercaaiblo
Caltaral Maya (Mayan Calturnl Exchange) WLOer Medics
Trip. Kick Richards MwMaaw a partidpanLwork
contraction ofa social center far the vOage. The program i
by the Office ef Casnpns Ministries, along wfeh
ce-spona-

ored

tsnnMaerrrtaaaworfconconstiwrtionattoDown
Syndrenae Inatterts la Marian, Mask
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feto provided by ROADRUNNER RECORDS
new EP tocnq on MAt Tyson, rape aad bearing.

Holy Gang concept
fails to convince

liie.Wposfer SynhooyOrches--te- a.
directed by Jeffrey linrtbcrg..'.
will present "An Evening of Baroque Music" on Sunday, Feb. 19. n
Works to4be. performed include'
"Overture to the Royal Fireworks" ,
by Handel, "Cantata Sn le spondVj
del Tebro" by Scarlatti and the '
"Brandenburg Concerto No. 4,"
"Passacaglia andFngne in C minor" t
and Come Sweet Death" by Bach.
Soprano Catherine Robiscn,trum- peter Eric Knorr.Cuusts Deidre
McGuire and Kimberly McCoul
Risinger.slvka1nxttGsryKcto8ki

wfflterhe featured scJoists.

Wordsworth in Cleveland Opera's
production of"Albert Herring. She
also has performed with the Ohio

Light Opera, Lyric Opera Cleveland and the Akron, Canton, Dayton
and lakeside symphonies. ;r
Kaon earned his bachelor of musk degree from Wooster in 1989
and his master

of music degree from

theUniversiryofAkronm 1991. Recurrently is studying for his doctor
ate at the College Conservatory of
Music

of the University of Gndn-nat-L

At the conservatory be has
appealed as soloist with the Brass
trumpetin
Choir and as
the Concert Orchestra and the Wind
Symphony. Wkhrbe lara.be loured
Japan in May of 1993 and has recorded several compact discs on the
KJavierlabeL He is the principal
co-princi-

pal

McGuire has been an adjunct member ofWooster's musk faculty since
1988.

Risinger currently is pursuing a
doctorate of musical arts degree ia
music performance at the Univer-

sity of Maryland. Following her
graduation from Wooster with a
bachelor of musk, she earned her
master ofmusk degree from Illinois
State University. She is the principal flutist in the Maryland Symphony. Risinger has performed with
the OnuUght Opera, the Washington D.C Navy Band and numerous
symphonies in the Midwest, on the
East Coast and in the Washington.
D.C area.

vioKosloski, a Canadian-bor- n
Sponsored by theWomen's Com- -.
mktee for the WSQ, the concert will
linist sod winner of the Governor
General's Gold Medal, has been
begma&15p.in.mMcGawChapeL
highly praised for his outstanding
General atmitoon is 56, with all
as soloist, chamber musiqualities
America"
Brass
Band
and
of
admitted
students
free.
are
Tickets
ALBUM REVIEW
commentators claiming, There is
Quintet.
cian,
and teacher. He
concertmaster
availabk the
Center Inforno doubt that MDce Tyson is the mation at Lc
McGuire received her bachelor of holds a doctor of musk degree ia
Desk
the
and
on
door
at
the
By ALLS PASSES
heavyweight champion of the
music degree from the Baldwin-Wallaperformance from Indiana Univerof the performance.
wcrld, pepper the mcx as the cho-- evening
Conservatory
College
sity. A professor of violin at
of
Robison,
Bay
Village,
a
of
native
Concept albums are usually a rot screams, TREE TYSON
Conservatory
earned her bachelor of music degree Music and has completed further Baldwin-Wallawaste of time. The idet of making FREE1" in the often rabid "Tyson
S
University.
Cleveland
study
1973,
Kosloski
tate
since
has been feafrom
at
Miami
University
(Ohio) and
an album relate mpankitlar theme Vs. Washington. The title Back
years, she has been the prin-cip-al tured on broadcasts in the United
16
For
music
degree
master
from
her
of
the
baa never really appealed io me.
off with the typical ring an-- University of Akron, where she is
flutist with die Ohio Chamber States and Canada. He performs
'
Albums are supposed to be about
declaring An evening of an adjunct professor voice.
Orchestra,
Cleveland Opera and regularly with the Cleveland ChamThis
of
music not aome trite idea a record worMchamrionahip boxing. From
spring,
was
Cleveland
past
Ballet Orchestra. ber Symphony.
she
seta as Miss
executive thinks will spade the
there an array of ssrrpfes tM indus
That's trial loops seefctacaJ tec
one reason wby I was apprehensive violent image of how exploitive
jl-- oj
about fixteaing to Holy Gang's boxing really is. Itis difficult to take
- tliernexxage se
"IFreeTy son- Freer
riously, how
The alb am
Albums are supposed to ever, when for By SALLY THELEN
ence member's response to the
Gumey, a native ofB uffak), N.Y.,
chronicles die
a large portion
be
about
unique format of the play. The memmusic,
not
had a great passion for drama since
career aad
or tne song
Beneath the thick layer of heart- - ber had commented that he would his early childhood. By first grade,
some trite idea record
downfall of
Holy Gang shaped boxes and candy hearts that have preferred to see the production he had already written his first play.
former heavyexecutive thinks will
screams, i ree have encrusted our maTJs and drug twice in order to watch both of the His aunt cultivated his deep interest
weight chamTyson and
spark the interest an
stores in the last month, lies somecharacters' reactions sufficiently.
in theater by taxing him to many
pion Mike
that bitch
thing about this Valentine's Day
production
The
apathetic
matinees.
Letters"
of
public
Through radio dramas,
Tysoa. who.
How can an season that is often forgotten. on this Valentine's season is not Gurney learned the importance
of
on Feb. 10.
Tonight's
performance
merely
Patton
A.
R.
a
cohxidence.
Both
spoken
of
word;
the
evidence
this
of
1992, was conmessage be sin
Gurney's "Love I if iters," starring and Figge remarked on the wonderappreciation is apparent in "Love
victed of raping eighteen-year-ocere if it oenegrates women?
PaTJon and Richard Figge, may ful idea of having the play and the Letters."
Sara
Desiree Washington. Holy Gang
The album attempts to af nin e the just teach a few of us what this holiday correspond. Patton deThe riveting Tove Letters" took
takes the unpopular political posirage and intensity of boxing and season of love is all about.
must-se- e
scribes
as
in popularity in the United States.
show
the
a
for
off
tion that Tyson was convicted be- rape while commenting on the neq-"Love
Letters"
is
who
has
in
a
"anyone
bittersweet
love."
ever
been
play' success has undermined
The
fore the trial even began and did moes of our society. I think Holy
comedy that engages the audience Tonight's performance win be the many fundamental rules of dramatic
nothing wrong outside of being Gang is trying to pot forth a legitithe depiction of two very real second production of "Love Letproductions. Because the characyoung, famous, rich, and Mack, and mate social commentary, but it all with
characters. Instead of employing ters" on the Wooster campus. Starters do not directly look at each
tarns it into a nine song EP about the gmlost in the sauce. When asked to
complicated"
and
producabstract
ring
Figge
character
Patton,
and
the
for much of the show, most
other
injustice of life in America.
comment on the Tyson" project, development, Gumey used an intertion played to a sold-oaudience scholars would agree that this play
Made up of Front 242's Richard RoadRunner Records General Man
esting approach that makes both both nights of the show during the just shouldn't work. Instead the
23.enf3nefciJiMSjLM extraordinaire
ager Douglas Keogh said. "It is a characters realistic. By beginning 1993 parents'
weekend.
compelling and companionate
Everaerts. and former
iilea commentary on a number the play with humor, Gumey was
Patton,
Wooster
graduate
a
and
of the couple has brought the
La Moerte vocalist Mike of issues, from a satirical point of
play to a renown status.
"Booecxasher" D, Holy Gang is a view. Among the issues: our able to create characters that the the College's vice president of deaudience can easily identify with. velopment, plays the rote of Melissa
Tickets are available for $ 15. To
virtual industrial-pun- k
supergroup.
society's need to bring down the As laughter turns to tears, the audi
cred-it- s
Gardner.
previous
acting
Her
tickets, contact Sandi Riser in
order
The music on "IFreeTysonFree!" is Mack American folk hero, the savwill find they truly care for the
ence
include
Lion
in
as
Winter"
Office of Alumni RelaWooster's
The
fast and driving. It pounds harder agery of the sport of boxings and
the
destiny
Queen
couple.
Eleanor,
the
of
Momar's
Students
tions.
of the College may
The
than a tequila hangover; with certainly, the issue of violence
From the tender first valentines Guardsman," and the revue "Brecht receive complementary tickets at the
songtitles like, "Murder As
against women. I do not believe the
childhood to the powerful final on BrechL"
Lowry information desk or by con"Power Is My Life," it has point of this record is to applaud of
scene, "Love Letters" chronicles the
Gerhas
Figge,
courses
taught
in
tacting the Office of Alumni Relathe political edge ofNewtGingrich's what is gomg on m any of those
German-languacouple's
love
man
aflair.
The
entire
play
drama
and
tions
in Gault Alumni Center.
razor. However, like many concept areas, but to expose it"
consists of the compelling reading play production. Tonight he plays
The perfennance win begin at 730
albums, "IFreeTysonFree!" is just
Somewhere along the line, howletters exchanged between the the part of Andrew Makepeace Ladd p.m. tonight in Shade's Gault Reanother shameless attempt to milk ever, the message gets lost. Holy of
two. As one character reveals the IIL Recently he has performed in cital HaU. Whether you have been
American tabloid culture for every Gangseems angry, but we're not
contents of a tetter, the other reacts "A Walk in the Woods," "Mass Apin love yet or not, "Love Letters"
cent.
quite sure why. "IFreeTysonFree!" using a language more effective than
peal,"
"Death
a
Salesman,"
of
should
and
be a reminder to all about
Samples of Tyson boasting. "I seemivwell-imeritione"
but it fails words.
one-ma- n
the
play
what
those
"Clarence
flowers, candy and cards
lose;
can't
I refuse to lose." and to deliver.
Figge recalled a previous audi
Darrow."
are actually celebrating.
ce
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Gurney's play is a perfect treat for Valentine's season
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Murder in the First':; uninspired, unconvincing
MOVIE REVIEW.

Henri is released back into the genstory. The audience after these first
eral prison ranks. Driven to mad- few scenes, has been saddled with
mat inccn
nnn?
ness, Henri loses control and kills such grisly images so quickly that
-- J "tne inmate and fellow escapee who there is no real desire to continue
The premise behind the new din ratted on him and was responsible watching. As Henri is beingbeaten,
Murder ia the First, while based on for having him pot in "the hole," as the director relentlessly beau into
the viewer, forcing us to submit to
true stay, seems material made (he prisoners call k. tbefaathMhisfilmispoigiumtand
expressly for Hollywood. The torjr
of a man brutally tortured and im- scenes of exceedingly graphic vio- convincing, whether we say it is or
prisoned in Alcatnz who is picked lence. 'The director. Marc Rocco,
Briefry."Murder m trie First apop by a sympathetic lawyer to chal- seems intent on showing each grue-todetail of living the life of Ibis pears to be making tm for to earlier
lenge me system and expose the
persecuted prisoner. " The camera losses. A young attorney (Christian
injustices within it should be potential for air inspiring and powerful never bonks when the warden re- Slater) gets put on the case to defend
melodrama. Bat somewhere along peatedly dobs Henri ia the head Henri, who is to be put to death for
the way "Murder in the First" wimliis blackjack, slices him witha the killing of the inmate.' Henri is
razor, tosses him down amelaliuur-cas-e 'assumed to be guilty, as the entire
stumbles over it's own presumably
or sprays the open scars on his prison witnessed his crime, until
foolproof formula.
Bacon)
with
tear gas. The effect Rocca Slater points the finger at Alcatraz
face
(Kevin
a
is
Henri Young
petty thief who is placed in Alcatraz is trying to achieve here is one of and blames mem for driving Henri
merely for the purpose of filling this utter sympathy for Henri and. total to commit such an act
Slater, still doing the Jack
famous prison's vacant cells. A hatred far the warden. Not only
y
simplisu-callrapersonaiion he began
Nicholson
film
make
the
does
this
failed escape attempt then lands
cut and dry, in which one char- six years ago with "Heathers," livHenri in solitary confinement and
into the vengeful hands of the war- acter is all good and the other all ens up this dismal party slightly, full'
den (Gary Oldman). After three evil, but the strict attention he pays of energy and looking cute as ever.
to the torture sequences cause the The real surprise and rebemingfea- years of living in secluded darkness.
'
beingbeaten and malnourished viewerto berepefled from the entire uveof the film is Bacon. Remem
-

--

me

-

1

bered largely as the boy who taught
the town to dance in "Footloose.," he
delivers a performance here which
is alarmingly powerful. To portray
the oppressed Henri, Bacon went on
a diet losing thirty pounds,' shaved
his head , and adopted a crippled,
limp But theptforrodrfon he.
undergoes is not only physical, he
has inhabited a whole different persona here. His acting peverbegsfor
tears, as the director seems jo be
doing to us. With earnest expres--

The band owes Us fame to none other than Guy Lombardo

.

- 5u -end style ne continues.
'
InassummgthefeaershipofGtry
nostalgia the tradition of Guy
Lombardo's Royal Canadians.
Lombardo and his Royal Canadi
ans' playing at New York's Waldorf

arranger.
Pierson had previously been performing on the national and international band circuits for 14 years with
his own band, the Al Pierson Big
Band U.S. A. Indue ted inot the Ballroom Dnaccr's Hall of Fame in 1976,
Pierson performed over 300 dates
annually with his band and produced
IS albums.
perfectionist,
As a
Pierson is approaching the musical
challenge as one would a college-levresearch project Although his
familiarity with Lombardo's style is
extensive, he spends hours listening
to the music and watching exclusive
concert tapes of the man whose leg
self-describ- ed

el

Special Orders
Special Service
Monday Saturday
Sunday
--

Pto3Dnwaweia

well-rehears-

18

this annual tradition!! Lowry Cen
ter Ballroom pjn,

ed

e

."

.;
ago.
As the exclusive liscense for the
Lombardo name and trademarks-includin- g
the maple leaves and the

Scholarships

--

EAMAMAS
Spring Break Party

:

.:

Information taken front a
press release provided by the

rw.

Cooperative

1

Work-Stud-

Programs

Computerized
Report within 48 hrs.
Computer Gives the Details

TAXES

400-678-63- 86

rrs BETTER IN THE BAHAMAS!

y

4

mmJdSdupar
L

Loans
Internships

w

6 DAYS--1 2 MEALS-AL-

Grants

Ccrea-cit- s

lf)24-SS-

The Wboster Book Company

Fellowships

STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD.

1- -5

(216)262-1- 6

.

iJombardobrcbestrkrt Don t miss

Lombardo's Royal Canadians ' " i
As the leader of the Royal Canadians, Pierson utilized the talents of
theouWarrangers whoworked with
Lombardo years ago. He alsoworks
closerywiih the Lombardo family
'
on new material. '
The selection of someone to con'
tinue this famous tradition was no
photo provided by STUDENT ACnVTITES BOARD
t
easy task for the Lombardo family.
Royal Canadians,
The job required a man who ad- - In assuming the leadership of Guy Lombardo's
group
a
is
not
of
well
it
just
aware
Al
is
that
Pierson
mired and respected that tradition.
musicians.
required
integrity; musicianIt also
ship, experience and personality.-Th- group's slogan, The Sweetest MuPierson
path led to the doorstep of Al sic This Side of Heaven"
faces responsibilities and a schedPierson.
As Pierson puts it "We're not ule that will rival his previous pace
weekend warriors at this. I do this with Big Band U.SA.
Guy Lombardo's Royal Canadifor a living: We've put it together
the wayb we feel the tradition was" : ans will be appearing at the Winter
established, with the same aura and Gala on Saturday, Feb. 18 from 9
sound, just as Lombardo did years pun. to l4un.- -

10-- 9

...where minds and imaginations meet
205 Weet liberty &u Downtown Wooster

It is even more unlike an actual
court of law than most Hollywood
c
courtroom movies..
Ultimate 'Auda in tbcFiatf'
doesn't really seem to know where
toga The film does stkic the original true story yet doesn't change its
tone accordingly. It continues to
throw images in our face without
letting the story and performances
of the actors speak for themselves.
The film ends up being thoroughly

SATURDAY-FEB-

Ast!xia4)NewriCfcsfeeS
'
Since the death of Guy Lombardo cians. It is the music, the ambiance
and the style that make it Guy
in 1 977. "Anld Lang Syne" has con-

Sweetness Music This Side of
Heaven" are in the hands Al Pierson,
a noted composer, conductor and

of questioning." 37 separate times.

FRIDAY, FEB. 17
Come to DJ Happy Hour in the
Underground! Spjn.
Win free games at the Red Pin
Special in Scot Lanes!! 9 p.m.

Countless people remember with

tinued to be performed before enthusiastic audiences throughout the
land.
The baton and the responsibility
for carrying on the tradition of "The

will have you thrown from mis court-

room if you continue with mis line

sups' fully and unexpectedly into
this role which he initially seemed
unfit for. .
.Yet he is not however a strong uninspiring, even thought the events
enough performer to save this sink- of the real story seem as though they
should be. Like Henri Young in
ing ship. The film shifts to a courtsolitary confinement, a story with
room drama with scenes that become simply ridiculous. The the kind of potential that "Murder in
attorney's and judge bicker with each the First" has deserves better treatother like squabbling chickens and ment.
before long there is so much objecting and shouting going on that no
one in the audience has any idea
what is being argued. During one of

Gala to be hosted by Royal Canadians
i"f

the final court proceedings I believe
I counted the judge saying "Sir, I

345-622-

3

Enjoy free shoe rental during

moonlight bowiing at Scot
Lanes.10 p.m.
SUNDAY, FEB. 19
Travel to Cleveland to see Ma
Rainy' sBlackBottomU Cost' $13
Leave Lowry at noon.
Classic Film mMateen Royal
Wedding 7:30 p.m. Admission is
free!!
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 22
Advising Day...no classes!!
Check out the sweater and t- shirt sale in Lowry Center lounge
starting at 10 a.m.
Comedy Dinner Theatre m the
Underground featuring comedian
Wali Collins!! $3 admission in
cludes the show and catered
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Give blood, play rugby Scot, Lady Scot swim teams

The Opium War in modern times ... Why
the administration is in need of therapy

ready for NCAC Championship

j

expatriates. But if your team aver
ages 130 pounds and yon play a
Rugby holds special affection in team of 240 pound Australians yon
the East. A hundred and fifty years will lose. There's a law of physics
ago the Engfish and the Chinese at work here: Force mass x accel
beat each other op over Qoeen eration. PS. If you weigh 130
pounds and someone 240 pounds
Victoria's dubious role as internayou will break.
tional drag trafficker. Fifty years tackles you
laser came the Boxer Rebellion. This
Wooster also has a rugby team.
tone ibe Chinese befieved that magic The administration pretends we do
would make them invincible to bulnot have a rugby team. The administration also pretends that McCaw
lets. They were wrong.
Nowadays things are different in Chapel is an asset to campus aesAsia. Even the British government
thetics. The administration needs
therapy.
is beginning to admit the principal
The administratis believes rugby
function of Britons in the East is not
to beat on the natives and make is too dangerous, kind of like footthem fetch drinks. Yet imperial
ball without pads. But this is not
legacies and colonial hostilities die true; there are many differences behard, and to those who earn their tween football and rugby here at
keep on the rogby pitch these things
Wooster. Firstofan. the rugby team
remain alive and well and living in wins.
Singapore.
The Wooster"Blacksheep" rugby
For rugby is a different kind of teams are run by Kathy Szabo 5.
sport In rugby, no hard feelings Kathy is a good rugby player. She
means you hand your opponents
scares a kxtfeprxnents. She scares
teeth back to him after you have a lot of her teammates. She scares
knocked them oat of bis skull. me. The men's captain is Gary Vick
Sportsmanship is cleaning the mud
96. Gary drinks a lot of beer after
off first.
the games. Gary has a lisle gap
Rugby in Asia is very reminiscent between bis front teeth. Gary is also
of the Boxer Rebellion. In Singapore a scary person.
there are eight teams in the dry
The Blacksheep have a lot of bileague: six AsianEurasian and two zarre rituals and ceremonies. Many
teams of expau iate Europeans and of these rituals are illegal in most
Australians. The Chinese teams countries, many states, and aome
believe mat speed and skill wiujnake counties in Iowa. Almost all are
them invincible to being crushed by dangerous to animal life and carry a
a 240 pound drunken Australian. surgeon general's warning. Several
They are wrong.
involve drinking beer out of a shoe.
David Anderson is an Australian
The rugby team used
rugby player in Singapore. He is not cncanipatatthonDenaPlesqaeSec
240 pounds, but he is close. Daring said bo. Then they practiced up by
the day he is an underwater
WalmartbutWalnnsrtsaidno. Then
engineer. He they pjacticed at the new Wooster
gets bitten a lot by sharks.
High School soccer field but the
"Dave has no respect for his own moms and dads who ran the pee-wsoccer program there said no.
life." said the team trainer Dr. Edward Dumlao, There is no reason They said iftheBlactahtep showed
to expect he should have respect for up there again they ;would arrest
anyone else's."
Gary. So now the tani practices at
On the field the team h quite the OARDC The OARDC field
good. Their rncco is "the Bocks: we causes skinrasbes. I would not be
are quite good." They woo the surprised if Daly years from now.
Singapore city league championship
they learn' mat the. OARDC was
bearing the other expatriate team. experimenting wkh some sort of
Apparently the same two teams have bizarre chemical hormone that
been in the finals since the beginleaked onto the field. The Wooster
ning of the league. The other teams
are tired of being beaten up by the
please see RUGBY, page 15
B JEREMIAH JENNE

-
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By NEWS SERVICES

igoaL-

The College of Woosters swim
teams are gearing ap for the North
ip
Coast Athletic Conference
Meet, which is being held
this week at Oberfin. Once again
the competition win be extremely
fierce.
Defending champion Kenyon and
perennial power Drnison are considered to be untouchable, so that
leaves the race for third through
eighth to the other six teams Allegheny, Case Western Reserve.
Cham-pionsh-

Ohio

Oberlin.

Wesleyan,

Wittenberg, and Wooster.
When asked about the goals for
his men's and women's teams.
Wooster bead coach Keub Beckett
responded by saying. "Each swimmer has an individual goaLand when
each swimmer achieves that goal,
then we will have accomplished our

-

IndrviduaDy. the Lady Scots will
I)ebbk King
beWby
AO-Ameri-can

96.
King win be looking to repeat her
conference championships in the
200-yar-d
individual medley and the
individual medley.

400-yar-d

Another strong performance
should come from

Liz

An-Aineri- can

Helstein '96, who has won the
diving event for the past two
years. In addition Peggy Teale 96
is expected to fare well in the backone-me- ter

stroke events;

talented sophomores. Mart Kaccnga
"97 in the backstroke events. An-

drew Wunderley 97 in the sprint
freestyle events. Kris Marr 97 in
distance freestyle. Tony Panigutti
97 in the breastroke events, and
Eric Haschke '97 in diving.
This group win be joined by sevsprinter Ben
eral key
Chalot 98, distance freestyler Dan
Parker 98, and beckstroker Vince
DaJchuk98.
Also expected to do well are Mike
Baas 95 in the backstroke and
freestyle events and Paul Caviglia
'95 in the distance freestyle events,
as well as Derek Longbrake '96 in
the butterfly and freestyle events.
first-yea- rs

All-Americ- an

Carolyn Knox 97 should be a significant force in the backstroke and
individual medley events; Carrie
Sergi '97 will be a key factor in the
butterfly events.
Also hoping to make their marks
are Jen Hudson 96 in the individual
medley. Heather Gkason 96 in the

The meet runs Wednesday

freestyle and backstroke races.

through tomorrow.

First leads the Way as Lady
Scots upset Kenyon 8
65-4-

By MIA FEAR CE

Coast Athletic Conference) hosts scoring with 12 points while Teri
Dffrriion tornctTow in the Coal game ' TaUman 93 and Way were close

LAKISA FRICSONS

of the regular season.

The Lady Scot basketball team
received a IS point, five rebound
performance front guard Lisa First
76 and a 13 point, six rebound, six

Honing Kenyon on Wednesday,
the Lady Scots showed them how to
play good basketball daring the first
half. The Scots dominated the first
twenty minutes of the game, never
giving Kenyon a chance to control
the bail. Way played strong defense wim some key steals. At the
other end of the court. First led the

ust performance from guard Lorah
Way 98 upsetting Kenyon 65-in
4

evening
Wooster

(S-15overan.S-1-

0North

ftion

Vubom Wii

ee

:

behind with eight points each. The
Scots went into the locker room
with a 44-1-9 lead. The second half,
however, proved to be a little more
difficult for the Scots. Kenyon
played more aggressively; yet despite their efforts the Lady Soots
were able to niaintain the txt vS

wintfaegaaDe.

Also leading the way for Wooster
was post Christy Amle 9S who
scored 12 points and pulled down
seven rebounds. Guard Suzy Sipes

96 added seven points, five
--

re-bou-nds,

and three assists in the win--

Tfilp

Rica
4

m

sT

-v
--

--

fc

e

'

MJ

nan

--

J

The Lady Scots traveled to
Cleveland's Emerson Physical
Center to take on Case Western Reserve last Saturday night. Although the Lady Scots played aggressively during the first half, they
trailed by three at the half. 33-3At 10:19, the Spartans had run
their lead to ten at
fought back, cutting the lead to as
Iirlte as one wim 33 secorjds remaining at 0.
At the beginning of the second
half. Case pulled ahead with a 20
point lead. However.theLady Scots
wcM not give in without a fight. In
the last few minutes of the game, six
three point shots from guard Jen
Miller '95, Sipes, and First brought
the game within reach. Despite aggressive play and strong defense,
the Scots could not close the gap.
Edo-cati-

ranc

' '

----

-

----

' f UttII

(Oxford Hamilton Middletown, Ohio

Ken
uxee

0.

;..-.-

Net

:

t

19-9.butWo-

oster

31-3-

The Rainbow Crow
A puppet show adapted from a Native American folktale

Karen Buchmueller 97 in the backstroke events and Julie Snoddy 97
in diving.
Leading the Scots are a host of

-

Alison Booker's Senior Independent Study project
Performances are Saturday, February 18 at 2 pjn. and 4 pjn.
Tickets are available through the Freedlander Box Of5cex2144
Tickets are free
.'

7

u

i I'll I

J

"

ti' ;

The Spartans ended up with the victory, winning by a score of 73-6The Lady Scots will finish their
XCgDlar seasflp,bjr bjtiiELDenjspn
tomorrow at 2 pjn.
7.

on

Rugby

2

'

,

continued from page 14
rugby team will be killed off one by .
one in a horrible end of twisted
limbs, open sores, and bleeding
string warts. That will be bad.
Rugby may or not be the sport of
kings. There is not much dignity in
a sport that requires you to bold
your neck between two guys' legs
while they sit on your head but it
does have an appeal. Then again, so
does feeding your cat acid and barking at it like a dog or crashing up
5000 mgs of codeine and putting it
in your roommate's beer. A skk,
twisted, sadistic appeal that likes to
watch things internally bleed and
die. But people love mis game. The
Blacksheep have over thirty members and are one of the fastest growing campus groups.
"Our relationship is secure with
the OARDC and the use of
said Szabo. "so even if
Wooster doesn't recognize us the
state of Ohio at least does."
then-field- ,''

Said an anonymous college president: "I like rugby, I just wish they
woold let me be the mnffin man.

"
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Cruise Ship Jobs!
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Earn $2000

nthly.

Attention: Students

Partf&efumimc. 0fWotid

Travel Carribean, Hawaii. All
positions available. No experi
ence.
CALL: (602)

453-46- 51

SPRING BREAK
America's 1 Spring Break
Comnanv!
Carjcun, Bahamas, or Floridi!
1 10
Lowest Price Guarantee! Oreanize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Schedules!!

:

-

--

"

--

(800)95-BREA- K

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Travel the world while earning
an excellent income in the
In
Cruise Ship & Land-Todustry. Seasonal & full-tiemployment available. Noexp
necessary. For info, call

v
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634-04- 68

Etl (TJaGS n

MH7 DJD

pocts.

you noixwU a brook --Spring copon ffc CoCo4a
product So check out Ihe 1995 Spring Break peel
Break. So enicy a Coca-Col- a
g
1995 ahd win game pieces. lWre on
begin!
Pby
and let the games
Break Pee) & Win Game and win Cola products found in the specially
on campus,
for Spring Break marked vending machines
"500 Bucks
break with
lake
and
books
a
the
lose
Company.": So
from the Coca-Col- a
Coca-Col- a
product!
favorite
or your
You could also win a cool
WrKrf

exLC55622.

FREE FINANCIAL AID!

Over $6 billion in private sec
tor grants & scholarships is now
available. All stuoenrs are
regardless of grades, in
come, or parents' income. Let
us help. (Student Financial

irt

Look for winning stlckors on cans

eu-jrib-le

3-6495

htopur4xmnarY.SOffRufeon
Contour BohU

6mm and PorAiWar
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Services:
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Fighting Scots shut down Kenyon 66-5- 0game

Red-h- ot

Wooster win bring

19-ga-

win streak to Granville tomorrow to take on Denison in final

me

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

percent shooting.
"Jason Zerger "95 and Lament
The Fighting Scott extended their Paris '95 played hard against
phenomenal winning streak to 19 Harless." said Moore. Our players
games this week by defeating have done a good job of staying
Kenyon 66-5- 0
and Case Western focused for the entire 40 minutes."
Wooster, now 22-- 1
Reserve
Individually, guard Craig Bradoverall and 15-- 0 in the North Coast ley 95 led the way, scoring 25 points
Athletic Conference, will finish up and palling down five rebounds.
its finest regular season in its hisPoint guard RoweJJ Fernandez '97
tory, by traveling to Granville to added 15 points.
take on Denison tomorrow afterAgainst Case Western, the situanoon.
tion was somewhat similar. The
On Tuesday afternoon, the Scots
Spartans and the Scots exchanged
will host a first round NCAC
baskets for the majority of the game.
With approximately eight minutes
contest in the Timken Gymnasium. The winner of the eighth
remaining in the second half, the
vs. ninth place game will travel to Wooster offense exploded going on
Wooster to take on the Scots. The a 13-- 0 run, and the Scots never
NCAC Champion Scots are the first looked back.
seed in the tournament. Most likely,
"The final score doesn't indicate
Wooster will be hosting either how competitive the game was,"
Allegheny or Oberiin. The said Moore. "We traded baskets in
winner of that contest will travel to the first half and early in the second
Springfield to Wittenberg's HPER
half, and then our players toughCenter for the semifinal round of the ened up on defense."

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

t

The Fighting Scots look to finish
undefeated in the North Coast Athletic Conference when they play
-:..-

1990-199- 1

Granville.
Denison, averaging over70 points
per contest, is led by the NCACs
leading scorer. Brian Malinowski,
who averages 20.5 point per contest. Malinowski, a junior, isjoined
fitt-- '

m.

Scots defense rose up and shot down
Kenyon in the second half. Wooster
held the Lords
offense to 16 points in the second half
of the game, played in Tomskh
Arena in Gam bier. Kenyon was
held to 1 6 percent
shooting in
the second half as the Scots defense

pulled down lOrebounds and dished
out seven assists.
"Doug had an outstanding game,"
said Moore. "He really wanted the
ball on the offensive end."
Forward Scott Meech 95 added
20 points, while Zerger turned in a
16 point. 11 rebound performance.
Bradley chipped in 15 for the winning cause.
SCOT NOTES:
The Scots lead the NCAC in team
defense, offensive field goal per-

high-power-

ed

(5-3- 0)

clamped down on stars Jamie
Harless and Chris Donovan. The
first half ended in a 4 deadlock.
"Our players worked very hard
on defense," said Wooster bead
coach Sieve Moore. "They showed
a lot of determination."
Harless and Donovan, two of the
lop players in the NCAC. scored 35
of their teams 50 points. Infact.no
34-3-

other Lord took more than four shots.
Both players were held to under 50

centage, and margin of victory.
Cline has moved up to third in the
NCAC in rebounding with an average of 8.1 per game. Zerger's 11
rebounds against Case Western Reserve was a career-high.

vv

i

-.

r

their battles with Travis and
Barberton High.
"Malinowski is a tremendous tal-

.T:...H

Cline 95 who scored 19 points,

cr

.--

Last Wednesday, the Fighting

-

i

1- -

1

r

phoio by BRITTANY BULLARD

Guard Lamont Paris 9 prepares to release a jump shot daring
the Fighting Scots' 94-6- 5 trtuspfc over Case Westers Reserve last
Saturday evening fa the Tfaakea Gymnasium.

JULIE HECK
Relying on the strength of several
solid individual performances, both

the Fighting Scots men's and
women's track teams recorded their
best team finishes of the season Friday at Ohio Northern. The men's
team finished third out of six teams,
and the women were also third out
of a field of seven teams.
Team results were identical for
the first three places in both the

men's and women's divisions, with
Ohio Northern first. John Carroll
second, and Woosters teams third.
Leading the way for the women

ent," said Moore. "He scores every
possible way. and he can play anywhere on the court"
Defensive specialistJason Zerger
95 will draw the assignment of
guarding MalinowksL
"It's a good feeling to know that
we have Jason Zerger," said Moore.
Forward Scott Meech wfll match-o- p
against Chroust, while Fernandez
will renew acquaintances with
Travis.
Tip-o-ff

Scot, Lady Scot indoor track teams turn out best
performance of season at Ohio Northern Invite
By PAUL KINNEY

by Casey Chroust, a 68" sopho-mopost, who is the leading scorer
in the NCAC among true post players.
Jeff Travis, a sophomore point
guard from Barberton, runs the show
for the Big Red.
Travis was a high school rival of
Nordonia High School's Rowell
Fernandez 97, who starts at the
point for the Scots.
Center Greg Morris 97 was also
a teammate of Fernandez during
re

F-ariha-

The Scots were led by center Doug

was the duo of Molly Metz and
MkJieHe Poolers, who oorninatrd
the middle distance events. Metz
fin-i- ih
came back from a second-plain the 1500-metrun to capture
ran (3:164),
Cm in the 1000-metwhile Poole added a victory in the
ce

er

er

800-met-

er

run (222.16). The two

women also linked up with Amy
Hansen 97 and Annie Gillespie 98
to win the 4x400 (423.18). edging
out Northern by J02 seconds.

Other strong performances infinish in the
cluded a second-plac- e
4x200 relay (1:5639) by the foursome of Melissa Eging 98, Melia
Arnold 96, Shereen Hejazi '96 and
Gillespie; .and

a

third-plac-

e

finish

season.

First, the Scots will have to get by
the offensive-minde- d
Big Red in
the Livingston Gymnasium in

Tour-name- nt

tournament.

Denison tomorrow afternoon.

Wooster, 15--0 in the NCAC, win
attempt to go undefeated in the conference for the first time since the

94-6- 5.

e
4x400 team (333.79).
which mclgVdDarnian Pollard 98,
shot put (339.
"Overall, I was pleased and exSteve Dombos 97 and Sky Green
cited about the way we came in and
96.
performed.' said Rice. "Ebony
Other strong performers included
Green had an outstanding throw for Tony Kauke and Josh Batrd 98s,
this time of year, and the 4x200 and Willie Drexler97. Kauke was
relay has improved each of the last third in the 800. while Drexler and
few meets. The women's team is Baird finished 3 in the 5000.
right on track for the conference
These men aUran very solid times
meet in three weeks."
for this point in the indoor season."
Top performers for the men insaid Rice. "The 4x400 team ran its
cluded Alan Schwartz. Dan Hawes
fastest time of the season. The group
and Pieter Salverda 95s. All three
is really starting to come together. I
men picked up individual wins in foresee better things to come for the
the 1500 (4:13.66). the 400 (53.14)
men's team in the future.'
and the 800
Both teams are scheduled to race
respectively.
In addition Salverda led off the ec-- at Kenyon tonight.

by thrower Ebony Green 97 in the

ond-plac-

2--

1).

(2.-00.5-

in Granville is 3 pjn.

Scot Results
men's basketball:
Woostex 94, CWRU 65
Woostex 66, Kenyon 50
Sat. Denison (A) 3 pjn.
women's basketball:
CWRU 73. Woostex 67
Woostex 65, Kenyon 48
Sat Denison (H) 2 pjn.
indoor track:
men:
Ohio Northern 3rd of 6
FrL Kenyon (A)
women:
Ohio Northern 3rd
FrL Kenyon (A)
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